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Outline of the project results (in English)
During the last two decades corpus-based approaches have come to the forefront in NLP research.
Since without corpora there can be no corpus-based research, the creation of such language resources
has also necessarily advanced as well, in a mutually beneficial synergetic relationship. One of the ad-
vantages of corpus-based approaches is that the techniques used are less language specific than classical
rule-based approaches where a human analyses the behaviour of target languages and constructs rules
manually. This naturally led the way for international resource standardisation, and indeed there is a
long standing precedent in the West for it. The Human Language Technology (HLT) society in Europe
has been particularly zealous in this regard, propelling the creation of resource interoperability through a
series of initiatives, namely EAGLES, PAROLE/SIMPLE, ISLE/MILE, and LIRICS. These continuous
efforts have matured into activities in ISO-TC37/SC4, which aims at making an international standard
for language resources.
However, due to the great diversity of languages themselves and the differing degree of technological
development for each, Asian languages, have received less attention for creating resources than their
Western counterparts. Thus, it has yet to be determined if corpus-based techniques developed for well-
computerised languages are applicable on a broader scale to all languages. In order to efficiently develop
Asian language resources, utilising an international standard in this creation has substantial merits.
This project aims to create an international standard for language resources that includes Asian lan-
guages. We took the following approach in seeking this goal.
• Based on existing description frameworks, each research member tries to describe several lexical
entries and find problems with them.
• Through periodical meetings, we exchange information about problems found and generalise them
to propose solutions.
• Through an implementation of an application system, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed
framework.
The following is a summary of the significant research results from the last three years.
(2005.10∼2006.9) After considering many characteristics of Asian languages, we elucidated the short-
comings of the LMF draft (ISO24613 Rev.9). These shortcomings are listed below.
(1) A mapping mechanism between syntactic and semantic arguments
(2) Derivation
(3) Classifiers
(4) Orthography
(5) Honorifics
Among these, we proposed solusions for (1) and (2) in the comments for the draft from the Japanese
delegate. In the ISO-TC37 plenary meeting in Beijing (2006.8), the solution for (1) was admitted and a
solution for (2) succeeded in initiating a discussion on the above enumerated shortcomings.
(2006.10∼2007.9) We proposed solutions for above (2), (3) and (4) in the comments of the Committee
Draft (ISO24613 Rev. 13) from the Japanese delegate. The draft, which included our proposal, was
officially approved by the ballot. It was subsequently approved as DIS (Draft International Standard) in
the ISO-TC37 plenary meeting in Provo (2007.8).
(2’) a package for derivational morphology
(3’) the syntax-semantic interface resolving the problem of classifiers
(4’) representational issues with the richness of writing systems in Asian languages
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(2007.10∼2008.9) Since ISO 24613 was in the FDIS stage and fairly stable, we built sample lexicons
in Chinese, English, Italian, Japanese, and Thai based on ISO24613. At the same time, we implemented
a query expansion system utilising rich linguistic resources including lexicons described in the ISO24613
framework. We confirmed that a system was feasible which worked on the tested languages (including
both Western and Eastern languages) when given lexicons compliant with the framwork. This system is
accessible through the Internet at the following URL:
http://www.cl.cs.titech.ac.jp/NEDO/search.
ISO 24613 (LMF) was approved by the October 2008 ballot and published as ISO-24613:2008 on 17th
November 2008.
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Outline of the project results (in Japanese)
言語資源の整備についてはヨーロッパ，米国が進んでおり，特に多言語を扱う必要性の高い
ヨーロッパでは，言語資源の標準化のための活動が活発におこなわれてきた．最近では，この活
動を発展させ，ヨーロッパの標準を基礎として国際標準を策定するための委員会 (TC37)が ISOに
設置され活動が続いている．一方，アジアも多様な文化・民族・言語が混在する地域ではあるが，
残念ながらヨーロッパほど斉一的な構造を持っておらず，言語資源の整備，標準化について遅れ
を取っている．しかしながら，ヨーロッパ言語とは大きく性質を異にするアジアの言語を考慮し
ない国際標準はありえない．このような背景をふまえ，本研究開発では，策定中の言語資源の国
際標準にアジア言語の特徴を十分に反映させ，真の国際標準にすることを目的としている．研究
の基本的な進め方として，以下のようなアプローチを取った．
• 策定中の国際標準のドラフトに基づき，各研究分担者が担当する言語の記述をおこない，問
題点を洗い出す．
• ミーティングによって各言語における問題を報告し，それらを解消するためのドラフトの拡
張について議論する．
• ドラフトの有効性を具体的なアプリケーションの実装によって検証する．
主な研究成果を各年度別に示す．
2005年度 アジア言語の観点からドラフト (ISO24613 Rev.9)には以下のような問題があることを
明らかにした．
(1) 統語枠の項と意味述語の項の対応関係の記述枠組
(2) 派生 (derivation)
(3) 数量詞 (classifier)
(4) 正書法 (orthography)
(5) 敬語 (honorifics)
このうち (1)と (2)については，CD (Committee Draft)への日本からのコメントという形でその解
決策を提案し，2006年 8月に北京で開催された ISO TC37の全体会議において，(1)の提案につい
ては採択され，(2)については，今後，継続議論することが認められた．
2006年度 上記 (2), (3), (4)については，以下の提案をドラフト (ISO24613 Rev.13)に盛り込むよ
うに，日本からのコメントとして提案し，これを含む案がCDとして採択された．この案は，2007
年 8月に米国 Provoで開催された全体会議で，DIS (Draft International Standard)として認められた．
(2’) 派生 (derivation)に関するパッケージの分離と充実
(3’) 数量詞に関する統語-意味間のインターフェースの記述
(4’) 複数のスクリプトの混在した表記への対応 (特に日本語)
2007年度 ISO 24613が FDISの段階になり，ほぼ仕様が安定したので，これに基づいて，小規
模な辞書を作成し，より言語的に豊かな資源に基づいクエリ拡張システムを構築した．また，資
源の構築に関する基本的な方針を定め，日本語，英語，中国語，イタリア語，タイ語の語彙項目
(動詞，名詞)を記述し，ISO24613の枠組で記述すれば言語に依存しないようなシステムを実装
できることを確認した．このシステムはWebに公開しており，下記の URLで参照可能である．
http://www.cl.cs.titech.ac.jp/NEDO/search．また，ISO 24613 (LMF)は 2008年 10
月の投票によって承認され，2008年 11月 17日に国際標準 ISO-26413:2008として公開された．
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Result of the project
1 Introduction
Natural language processing research on Asian languages has been thriving in recent years. The ALR
workshop series (2001–)1, a special track and a panel dedicated to Asian languages in COLING/ACL
2006, as well as special issues of Journal of Language Resources and Evaluation (Vol. 40, No. 3-4 and
Vol. 42, No. 2) are good evidence of these flourishing research activities.
Corpus-based approaches and statistical approaches have been the main stream of natural language
processing research for the past two decades. One of the advantages of these approaches is that the
techniques are less language specific than classical rule-based approaches where a human analyses the
behaviour of target languages and constructs rules manually. The language resources play a key role in
such approaches.
There is a long history of creating a standard for Western language resources. The Human Language
Technology (HLT) society in Europe has been particularly zealous for its standardization, making a series
of attempts such as EAGLES2, PAROLE/SIMPLE [11], ISLE/MILE [4] and LIRICS3. These continuous
efforts have been crystallized as activities in ISO-TC37/SC4 which aims at making an international
standard for language resources.
However, due to the great diversity of languages themselves and the level of current development of
technology for each language, it is still unclear if corpus-based techniques developed for well-computerised
languages are applicable to all Asian languages. In particular, language resources play a key role in such
approaches, but there is an insufficient amount of language resources in many Asian languages. In such
situation, creating a common standard for Asian language resources that is compatible with an inter-
national standard has at least three strong advantages: (1) to increase the competitive edge of Asian
countries, (2) to bring Asian countries to closer to their Western counterparts, (3) and to bring more
cohesion among Asian countries.
Against such background, our project aims at creating a common standard for Asian language re-
sources that is compatible with an international standard [17]. Four research items are addressed by the
project, (1) building a description framework of lexical entries, (2) building sample lexicons, (3) build-
ing an upper-layer ontology and (4) evaluating the proposed framework through an application. This
final report presents the infrastructure being developed in this project, focusing in particular on i) lexical
specification and data categories relevant for building multilingual lexical resources for Asian languages;
ii) a core upper-layer ontology needed for ensuring multilingual interoperability and iii) the evaluation
platform used to test the entire architectural framework.
2 Materials and Methods
The project is comprised of the following four research items.
(1) building a description framework of lexical entries
(2) building sample lexicons
(3) building an upper-layer ontology
(4) evaluating the proposed framework through an application
1http://www.cl.cs.titech.ac.jp/alr
2http://www.ilc.cnr.it/Eagles96/home.html
3http://lirics.loria.fr/documents.html
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Figure 1: Relations among research items
Figure 1 illustrates the relations among these research items. Our main aim is research item (1),
building a description framework of lexical entries which fits with as many Asian languages as possible,
and contributing to ISO-TC37/SC4 activities. As a starting point, we employed existing description
frameworks, the MILE framework [2], and the draft of Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) [1] which
was under discussion in Working Group 4 of TC37/SC4, to describe several lexical entries of Asian
languages. Through building sample lexicons (research item (2)), we found problems of the existing
frameworks, and extended it so as to fit with Asian languages. In this extension, we have been careful
in keeping consistency with the existing framework. We started with Chinese, Japanese and Thai as
target Asian languages and planed to expand the coverage of languages. For selecting lexical entries
in the sample lexicon, we referred to the Swadesh list which was a core lexicon built for comparative
linguistics. The research items (2) and (3) also comprise the similar feedback loop. Through building
sample lexicons, we refined an upper-layer ontology such as SUMO/MILO. An application built in the
research item (4) was dedicated to evaluating the proposed framework. We built an information retrieval
system, particularly focusing on a query expansion module by using a lexicon compliant with LMF. In
the following subsections, we briefly explain the above mentioned standards and resources: the MILE
framework, LMF, the Swadesh list, and SUMO and MILO.
2.1 The MILE framework
The ISLE (International Standards for Language Engineering) Computational Lexicon Working Group
has consensually defined the MILE (Multilingual ISLE Lexical Entry) as a standardized infrastructure to
develop multilingual lexical resources for HLT applications, with particular attention to Machine Trans-
lation (MT) and Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) application systems.
MILE is a general architecture devised for the encoding of multilingual lexical information, a meta-
entry acting as a common representational layer for multilingual lexicons, by allowing integration and
interoperability between different monolingual lexicons4.
This formal and standardized framework to encode MILE-conformant lexical entries is provided
to lexicon and application developers by the overall MILE Lexical Model (MLM). As concerns the
horizontal organization, the MLM consists of two independent, but interlinked primary components, the
monolingual and the multilingual modules. The monolingual component, on the vertical dimension, is
organized over three different representational layers which allow for describing different dimensions
of lexical entries, namely the morphological, syntactic and semantic layers. Moreover, an intermediate
module allows defining mechanisms of linkage and mapping between the syntactic and semantic layers.
Within each layer, a basic linguistic information unit is identified; basic units are separated but still
interlinked to each other across the different layers.
Within each of the MLM layers, different types of lexical objects are distinguished:
4MILE is based on the experience derived from existing computational lexicons (e.g. LE-PAROLE, SIMPLE, EuroWordNet,
etc.).
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Lemmatized Form
0..*
0..* 0..*
0..*
0..*
0..1 0..*
0..*
1..*
Figure 2: Formalization of the morphological layer and excerpt of a sample RDF instantiation
• The MILE Lexical Classes (MLC) represent the main building blocks which formalize the basic
lexical notions. They can be seen as a set of structural elements organized in a layered fashion:
they constitute an ontology of lexical objects as an abstraction over different lexical models and
architectures. These elements are the backbone of the structural model. In the MLC a definition of
the classes is provided together with their attributes and the way they relate to each other. Classes
represent notions like InflectionalParadigm, SyntacticFunction, SyntacticPhrase, Predicate, Argu-
ment.
• The MILE Data Categories (MDC) which constitute the attributes and values for adorning struc-
tural classes and allows concrete entries to be instantiated. MDC can belong to a shared reposi-
tory or be user-defined. “NP” and “VP” are data category instances of the class SyntacticPhrase,
whereas and “subj” and “obj” are data category instances of the class SyntacticFunction.
• Lexical operations, which are special lexical entities allow the user to define multilingual condi-
tions and perform operations on lexical entries.
Originally, in order to meet expectations placed upon lexicons as critical resources for content
processing in the Semantic Web, the MILE syntactic and semantic lexical objects were formalized in
RDF(S), thus providing a web-based means to implement the MILE architecture and allowing for en-
coding individual lexical entries as instances of the model [10, 3]. In the framework of our project, by
situating our work in the context of W3C standards and relying on standardized technologies underlying
this community, the original RDF schema for ISLE lexical entries has been made compliant to OWL.
The whole data model has been formalized in OWL by using Prote´ge´ 3.2 beta and has been extended
to cover the morphological component as well (see Figure 2). Prote´ge´ 3.2 beta has been also used as a
tool to instantiate the lexical entries of our sample monolingual lexicons, thus ensuring adherence to the
model, encoding coherence and inter- and intra-lexicon consistency.
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2.2 LMF (Lexical Markup Framework)
The Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) is an abstract metamodel that provides a common, standardized
framework for the construction of computational lexicons. LMF aims at encoding linguistic information
in a way that enables reusability in different applications and for different tasks by providing a common,
shared representation of lexical objects, including morphological, syntactic, and semantic aspects. The
current stage of LMF is CD (Committee Draft: ISO CD 24613), which was put on ballot in July 2006.
Although the majority of the votes were in favor, there were quite a lot of comments on the draft. Thus,
they will compile the second committee draft by the end of November 2006, and put it on ballot again.
See the separate volume for more details of the LMF draft [1].
2.3 Swadesh list
In this project, we have constructed a primary conceptual core for a multilingual ontology, with the main
focus on Asian language diversity and the necessary attention devoted to the ontological design of the
upper level. Different from traditional approaches for designing a core lexicon, we proposed a novel
approach by starting from the Swadesh List [16].
The Swadesh list was developed by Moriss Swadesh in the fifties for improving the results of quan-
titative historical linguistics. His attempt was not very conclusive but the list remains a widely used
vocabulary of basic terms. The items of the list are supposed to be as universal as possible but are not
necessarily the most frequent. The list can be seen as a least common denominator of the vocabulary. It
is therefore mainly constituted by terms that embody human direct experience. The list is 207 items long
and is composed by the totality of the 200-item Swadesh first list, plus 7 terms coming from a 100-item
list that Swadesh proposed later. This list is available for a great number of languages and its inclusion
in the resources being collected in the context of the Rosetta project5 warrants the quality and the main-
tenance of the resource. In this project, we created the Swadesh list from different language versions,
such as Chinese, English, Bangla, Malay, Cantonese and Taiwanese.
The reason why we consider the Swadesh list as the potential core lexicon is due to the scarcity of
lexical semantic information (especially from endangered languages), and the lack of a shared conceptual
core as the basis of multilingual conceptual representation. The Swadesh list thus can be seen as a least
common denominator for vocabulary. Various lexical-conceptual patterns have been explored with the
discussion of cultural specificities.
In order to highlight the granularity issue, we also compare the coverage of the Swadesh list with the
one of the Base Concept Set (BCS) as it is proposed by the Global WordNet Association.
2.4 SUMO and MILO
In [9], we link the Swadesh list to SUMO and considered it a feasible way to preserve the basic knowl-
edge system of a language.
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) is an upper ontology constructed by the IEEE Standard
Upper Ontology Working Group and maintained at Technology Corporation. SUMO contains roughly
1,000 conceptual nodes for knowledge representation. It can be applied to automated reasoning, infor-
mation retrieval and inter-operability in E-commerce, education and NLP tasks.
Since both the Swadesh list and BCS are linked to an upper-layer ontology, SUMO [12], we experi-
mented with designing a core upper-layer ontology with the purpose of multilingual resources standard-
isation and processing [7]. In terms of formalization, we propose that the combination of SUMO and
MILO has the appropriate level of abstractness and coverage for mapping from basic lexicon to formal
ontology. We take a hybrid approach by supplementing SUMO with MILO (Mid-Level Ontology) as the
foundation.
5http://www.rosettaproject.org/
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Table 1: Reduplications forms
Type Description Example
Complete Full form reduplicated (AB becomes ABAB) Most of examples
Partial Only one syllable (e.g AB becomes AAB) Cantonese
Altered Form reduplicated but modified (14), (17)
Tone Altered Form reduplicated but tone modified (2), (3-c),(13)
Syllabic AB becomes AABB (2), (14), (5-b)
Triple A becomes AAA (7), (8)
Table 2: Reduplication functions
Meaning POS Examples Category
Plural Noun (17), Thai Inflection
Adj-Adverbialization Adj. (1), (6), (9) Derivation
Tentative Verb (3), (10) Derivation
Quantifization Cls., MW. Derivation/Morpho-syntactic
- Universal (4), (11), (12)
- One-by-one (20), Thai
Augmentative-Degree Adj., Adv. (7), (14), (16), (19) Derivation
Attenuative-Degree Verb (13) Derivation
Vagueness Adj., Verb, Prep. (14), Thai Derivation
Onomatopeia - (15), (21) Discard
V-Adverbialization Verb Spoken Thai Discard
Mid-Level Ontology (MILO) is a bridge that is used for connecting the high-level abstractions of
SUMO with other rich details of various domain ontologies [12].
By pruning the Swadesh-SUMO/MILO mapping ontological structure, we obtain a proper ontology
for representing the concepts in the Swadesh list. To attest the robustness of our proposed approach,
we also apply our approach to two Austronesian languages: Seediq and Kavalan. These preliminary
experiments yielded promising results which motivate our ongoing work on other Asian languages.
3 Results
3.1 Description framework of lexical entries
3.1.1 Brief summary of Asian language morphology
Reduplication Reduplication serves several functions in Asian languages. For example, it may be
related to aspects of verbs (Mandarin and Cantonese) as well as quantification such as pluralization
(Bangla and Malay) or entirety of features (Malay). Some reduplications may also involve part-of-
speech changes. Table 1 and 2 summarize reduplication forms and their functions respectively together
with pointers to the examples of each language below.
Mandarin
(1) Adjective reduplication! Adverb
a. [man4] (slow)! [man4-man4] (slowly)
b. [shen1] (deep)! [shen1-shen1] (deeply)
c. [chi1] (idiotical)! [chi1-chi1] (idiotically)
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(2) AABB pattern
a. [he2qi4] (gentle)! [he2he0qi4qi4] (gently)
b. [ta4shi2] (honest)! [ta4ta0shi2shi2] (honestly)
(3) Verb reduplication! Tentative aspect
a. [xiang3] (to think)! [xiang3-xiang3]
[rang4] [wo3] [xiang3-xiang3]
let me think.RED (Let me think.)
b. [kan4] (to see)! [kan4-kan4]
[wo3] [xiang3] [kan4-kan4] [wo3] [nai3-nai3]
I want see.RED my grandmother (I want to see my grandmother.)
c. [chang2] (to taste)! [chang2chang0] (taste a little) from [13]
d. [tao3lun4] (to chat)! [tao3lun4-tao3lun4] (chat a little) from [13]
e. [yan2jiu1] (to try)! [yan2jiu1-yan2jiu1] (study a little) from [13]
(4) Multiword reduplication! Quantifier
a. [wo3] [tian1-tian] [xiang3] [ni3].
I day.RED miss you (I miss you everyday.)
(5) From [13]
a. [an-jing] (be quiet)
b. [an-an-jing-jing-de] (quietly)
c. [an-jing-an-jing] (make quiet)
In this example (5a-c), from a single word we can derive two different words according to the
type of reduplication.
Taiwanese
(6) Adjective reduplication! Adverb
a. [ban7] (slow)! [ban7ban7] (slowly)
(7) Adjective triple! Augmentative
a. [an] (red) (from [8])
b. [an-an] (red-red) (from [8])
c. [an-an-an] (red-red-red) (from [8])
(8) a. [leung] (strong minded)! [leung-leung-leung] (very strong minded) (from [8])
b. * [leung-leung] (from [8])
Example (8) is especially interesting with the non-acceptability of (8-b) suggesting the indepen-
dence of the “tripling” operation.
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Cantonese
(9) Adjective reduplication! Adverb
a. [maan6] (slow)! [maan6-maan2] (slowly)
b. [ming4] (clear)! [ming4-ming4] (clearly)
(10) Active Verb reduplication! Tentative aspect
a. [dang2] [ngo5] [tung4] [keoi5] [king1-king1]
wait I with (s)he talk.RED (Let me have a chat with him.)
b. [nei5] [nam2-nam2] [sin1] [daap3] [ngo5].
You think.RED then answer I (You think about it and let me know.)
c. [nei5] [tai5-tai5] [bun2] [syu1]
You read.RED CL. book (You have a look at the book.)
(11) Classifier reduplication! Quantifier
a. [bun2-bun2] [syu1] [ngo] [dou1] [soeng2] [tai2]
CL.RED (book)I all want read (I want to read all books.)
b. [ngo5] [gaa3-gaa3] [ce1] [dou1] [soeng2] [maai5]
I CL.RED car also want buy (I want to buy all the cars.)
c. [zoeng1-zoeng1] [toi2] [dou1] [hou2] [wu1-zou1]
CL.RED table also very dirty (The tables are all very dirty.)
(12) Multiword reduplication! Quantifier
a. [ngo5] [nin4-nin4] [heoi3] [taai3-gwok3]
I year.RED go Thailand (I go to Thailand every year.)
(13) Adjective or Stative Verb reduplication + (dei2) ’a little bit’! Diminutive
a. [sik1] (know)! [sik1-sik1] (know a little)
b. [hung4] (red)! [hung4-hung2] (reddish)
c. [so4] (silly)! [so4-so2] (rather silly)
(14) Adjective! Augmentative
a. [sap1-seoi3] (trivial)! [sap1-sap1-seoi3] (very trivial) 6
Bangla
(15) Sound word! Onomatopoeia
a. tapur (sound of one drop of rain)! tapur-tapur (sound of rainfall)
Example (15-a) (more of this kind exist in Bangla and in Malay) corresponds closely to the Japanese
‘onomatopoeia’ example. The only difference is that in Bangla, the single morpheme is a word which
itself has a meaning.
(16) Adverb! Augmentative
a. aste cholo (walk slowly)! aste-aste cholo (walk very slowly)
b. jore poro (read loudly)! jore-jore poro (read very loudly)
c. dhire bolo (speak slowly)! dhire dhire bolo (speak very slowly)
6Another reduplication of (sap1-seoi3) is (sap1-sap1-seoi3-seoi3); which means ‘miscellaneous’. In Cantonese the pattern
AABB is more productive than ABAB.
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Malay
(17) Noun reduplication! Plural
a. Pokok-pokok di sin tinggi.
tree.RED Loc here tall (The trees in here are tall.)
b. kawan (friend)! kawan-kawan, kekawan (friends)
c. gunung (mountain)! gunung-ganang (mountains)
d. jarring (finger)! jaring-jaring, jejaring (fingers)
(18) Adjective reduplication! Plural
a. Pokodi sin tingg-tinggi
Tree Loc. here tall.RED (The trees in here are tall.)
Japanese
(19) Adjective reduplication! Degree-Augmentative
a. aka (red)! aka-aka (very red)
(20) Noun/Multiword reduplication! Adverb
a. nen (year)! nen-nen (year after year)
(21) Adjective reduplication! Degree-Augmentative
a. pota-pota (onomatopoeia of dripping sound)
b. hena-hena (onomatopoeia which means weakness)
In example (21), a single morpheme ‘pota’ or ‘hena’ is not a word itself. So we can ignore this
type of reduplication.
Other phenomena Asian languages also exhibit other morphological phenomena such as compound-
ing, clipping or borrowing but we have concluded that, compared to reduplication and affixation systems,
these phenomena were similar to the one observed in European languages. Since the focus of this work
was the peculiarities of Asian languages, we will not spend much space to describe them in details.
Compounding This label covers all kinds of composition of words (and not simply affixes). The
relation in the compound can be modifiee-modifier or coordination leading to a more general term or
more unspecified association.
(22) Chinese, modifying
a. 血 [xie3] (blood; noun) +圧 [ya1] (pressure; noun)
!血圧 [xie3-ya1] (blood-pressure; noun)
b. 胃 [wei4] (stomach; noun) +痛 [tong4] (ache; verb)
!胃痛 [wei4-tong4] (stomachache; noun)
c. 捷 [wei4] (rapid; adj) +徑 [tong4] (path; verb)
!捷徑 [jie2-jing4] (short cut; noun)
d. 肚皮 [du4pi2] (skin of belly; noun) +舞 [wu3] (dance; verb)
!肚皮舞 [du4pi2- wu3] (belly dancing; noun)
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(23) Chinese, coordination
a. 兄 [xiong1] (elder brother; noun) +弟 [di4] (younger brother; noun)
!兄弟 [xiong1-di4] (brother; noun)
b. 父 [fu4] (father; noun) +母 [mu3] (mother; noun)
!父母 [fu4-mu3] (parents; noun)
c. 雷 [lei2] (thunder; noun) +電 [dian4] (lightning; noun)
!雷電 [fu4-mu3] (thunder and lightning; noun)
d. 進 [jin4] (get in; verb) +出 [chu1] (get out; verb)
!進出 [jin4-chu1] (get in and get out; verb)
(24) Cantonese, modifying
a. syut3 (snow; noun) + gwai6 (cupboard; noun)! syut3-gwai6 (refrigerator; noun)
b. hoeng1 (fragrant; adj) + seoi2 (water; noun)! hoeng1 seoi2 (perfume; noun)
c. coi3 (vegetable; noun) + gon1 (dry; adj)! coi3 gon1 (dry vegetable; noun)
(25) Cantonese, coordinating
a. zung1 (China; n) + gong1 (Hong Kong; noun)
! zung1gong1 (China and Hong Kong, noun)
b. wun2 (bowl; noun) + faai3 (chopsticks; n)! wun2 faai3 (bowls and chopsticks, noun)
(26) Bangla, modifying
a. bari (house; noun) + oala (the owner; noun)! bari-oala (the owner of a house; noun)
b. boro (big; adj) + din (day; noun)! boro-din (the christ-mas day; noun)
c. bristi (rain; noun) + paath (root of verb ‘fall’)! bristi-path (rainfall; noun)
d. ora (read; verb) + suna (listen; verb)! pora-suna (study; verb))
e. pet (belly; noun) + batha (pain;adj)! pet-batha (a disease; noun)
f. borof (ice; noun) + sitol (cold; adj)! borof-sitol (cold as ice; adj)
(27) Bangla, coordinating
a. pita (father; noun) + putro (child; noun)! pita-putro (father-child)
b. asa (come; verb) + jaoa (go;verb)! asa-joa (the act of coming and going)
(28) Malay, modifying
a. kaki (leg; noun) + tangan (hand; noun)! kakitangan (staff; noun)
b. cakap (speak; verb) + besar (big; verb)! cakap besar (boast; verb, idiom)
(29) Malay, coordinating
a. ibu (mother; noun) + bapa (father; noun)! ibu bapa (parents)
b. lalu (pass by; verb) + lintas (pass by; verb)! lalu lintas (trafic; noun)
Clipping
(30) a. Chinese: 電風扇 [dian4feng1shan4] (electric fan)!風扇 [dian4shan4]
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Borrowing
(31) Chinese Mandarin
a. sudoku (Japanese)!數獨 [shu4du2]
b. nylon (English)!尼龍 [ni2long2]
(32) Cantonese
a. cheese (English)! [zi1 si2]
b. strawberry (English)! [si6 do1 be1 lei2]
(33) Bangla
a. chair (English)! ‘chair’(Bangla)
b. chaa (Chinese)! chaa (tea; Bangla)
c. nohor(Arabic)! nohor (stream; Bangla)
(34) Malay
a. computer (English)! komputer
b. police (English)! polis
3.1.2 Problematic phenomena
This section describes some problematic phenomena of Asian languages and discuss possible extensions
of the existing frameworks to solve them.
Inflection MILE and LMF provide a powerful framework for describing information about inflection.
The InflectedForm class is devoted to describing inflected forms of a word, while InflectionalParadigm
is for defining general inflection rules. However, several Asian languages have no inflection, such as
Chinese and Thai. For these languages, we just do not use the Inflected Form and Inflectional Paradigm.
Classifier Many Asian languages, such as Japanese, Chinese, Thai and Korean, do not distinguish
singularity and plurality of nouns, but use classifiers to denote the number of objects. The followings are
examples of classifiers in Japanese.
• inu
(dog)
ni
(two)
hiki
(CL)
· · · two dogs
• hon
(book)
go
(five)
satsu
(CL)
· · · five books
“CL” stands for classifier. Japanese always uses cardinal numbers. Note that different classifiers are used
for different nouns. In the above examples, classifier “hiki” is used to count noun “inu (dog)”, while
“satsu” for “hon (book)”. The classifier is determined based on the semantic type of the noun.
In the Thai language, classifiers are used in various situations [15]. The classifier plays an important
role in construction with nouns to express ordinal or pronouns. The classifier phrase is syntactically
generated according to a specific pattern.
Here are some usages of classifiers and their syntactic patterns.
• Enumeration
(Noun/Verb)-(cardinal number)-(CL)
e.g. nakrian
(student)
3 khon
(CL)
· · · three students
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• Ordinal
(Noun)-(CL)-/thi:/-(cardinal number)
e.g. kaew
(glass)
bai
(CL)
thi: 4
(4th)
· · · the 4th glass
• Determination
(Noun)-(CL)-(Determiner)
e.g. raw
(we)
chop
(like)
kruangkhidlek
(calculator)
kruang
(CL)
nii
(this)
· · · we like this calculator
Classifiers could be treated as a class of part-of-speech. However, since classifiers depend on the semantic
type of nouns, we need to refer to semantic features in the morphological layer, and vice versa. Some
mechanism for linking between features of different layers needs to be introduced into the current MILE
framework.
MILE nor LMF do not provide any frameworks for describing the information about classifiers. One
of the possible solutions is to extend the Morphofeat entry in the morphological layer. A new feature
type “classifier” is introduced in Morphofeat, and all possible classifiers for each noun are enumerated
in it.
Orthographic variants Many Chinese words have orthographic variants. For instance, the concept of
rising can be represented by either character variants of sheng1: 升 or 昇. However, the free variants
become non-free in certain compound forms. For instance, only升 is allowed for公升 ‘liter’, and only
昇 is allowed for 昇華 ‘to sublime’. The interaction of lemmas and orthographic variations is not yet
fully represented in MILE nor LMF.
Reduplication as a derivational process In some Asian languages, reduplication of words derives
another word, and the derived word often has a different part-of-speech. Here are some examples of
reduplication in Chinese. Man4 慢 ‘to be slow’ is a state verb, while a reduplicated form man4-man4
慢慢 is an adverb. Another example of reduplication involves verbal aspect. Kan4 看 ‘to look’ is an
activity verb, while the reduplicative form kan4-kan4 看看, refers to the tentative aspect, introducing
either stage-like sub-division or the event or tentativeness of the action of the agent. This morphological
process is not provided for in the current standards.
There are also various usages of reduplication in Thai. Some words reduplicate themselves to add a
specific aspect to the original meaning. The reduplication can be grouped into 3 types according to the
tonal sound change of the original word.
• Word reduplication without sound change
e.g. /dek-dek/ · · · (N) children, (ADV) childishly, (ADJ) childish
/sa:w-sa:w/ · · · (N) women
• Word reduplication with high tone on the first word
e.g. /dam4-dam/ · · · (ADJ) extremely black
/bo:i4-bo:i/ · · · (ADV) really often
• Triple word reduplication with high tone on the second word
e.g. /dern-dern4-dern/ ·· (V) intensively walk
/norn-norn4-norn/ ··(V) intensively sleep
In fact, only the reduplication of the same sound is accepted in the written text, and a special symbol,
namely /mai-yamok/ is attached to the original word to represent the reduplication.
The reduplication occurs in as many parts-of-speech as the followings.
a) Noun reduplication such as /dek-dek/ (children)
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b) Verb reduplication such as /kin-kin/ (emphasized eat)
c) Adverb reduplication such as /sa-meur-sa-meur/ (emphasized always)
d) Classifier reduplication such as /tua-tua/ (partitioned unit of a body)
e) Adjective reduplication such as /lek-lek/ (generalized small)
f) Preposition reduplication such as /klang-klang/ (generalized neutral)
In summary, the following aspects can be added to the original meaning of a word.
1. Pluralization
The reduplication represents a plurarity of the original noun, e.g. /dek-dek/ (children).
2. Emphasis
The reduplication in the imperative sentence indicates emphasis, e.g. /phu:t-dang-dang/ (speak
loudly).
3. Generalization
The reduplication sometimes expresses something in more general sense, e.g. /dam-dam/ (black-
ish).
4. Partitioning
Each part of the whole can be expressed by the reduplication, e.g. /han-pen-chin-chin/ (cut into
pieces).
5. Estimating
The reduplication shows the estimating aspect of the indicated thing, e.g. /yu:-thaew-thaew-sa-
pha:n/ (around the bridge).
Change of parts-of-speech by affixes Affixes change parts-of-speech of words in Thai [5]. There are
three prefixes changing the part-of-speech of the original word, namely /ka:n/, /khwa:m/, /ya:ng/. They
are used in the following cases.
• Nominalization
/ka:n/ is used to prefix an action verb and /khwa:m/ is used to prefix a state verb in nominalization
such as /ka:n-tham-nga:n/ (working), /khwa:m-suk/ (happiness).
• Adverbialization
An adverb can be derived by using /ya:ng/ to prefix a state verb such as /ya:ng-di:/ (well).
Note that these prefixes are also words, and form multi-word expressions with the original word. This
phenomenon is similar to derivation which is not handled in the current frameworks. Derivation is
traditionally considered as a different phenomenon from inflection, and current frameworks focus on
inflection. MILE is already being extended to treat such linguistic phenomena, since it is important to
European languages as well. It would be handled in either the morphological layer or syntactic layer.
Derivational morphology is still under discussion for LMF.
Function Type Function types of predicates (verbs, adjectives etc.) might be handled in a partially
different way for Japanese. In the syntactic layer of the MILE framework, the FunctionType class is
prepared to denote subcategorization frames of predicates, and they have function types. For example,
the verb “eat” has “subj” and “obj”. Function types basically stand for positions of case filler nouns. In
Japanese, cases are usually marked by postpositions and case filler positions themselves do not provide
much information on case marking. For example, both of the following sentences mean the same, “She
eats a pizza.”
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• kanojo
(she)
ga
(NOM)
piza
(pizza)
wo
(ACC)
taberu
(eat)
• piza
(pizza)
wo
(ACC)
kanojo
(she)
ga
(NOM)
taberu
(eat)
“Ga” and “wo” are postpositions which mark nominative and accusative cases respectively. Note that the
two case filler nouns “she” and “pizza” can be exchanged. That is, the number of slots is important, but
their order is not.
For Japanese, we might use the set of postpositions as values of FunctionType instead of conven-
tional function types such as “subj” and “obj”. It might be a user defined data category or language
dependent data category. Furthermore, it is preferable to prepare the mapping between Japanese post-
positions and conventional function types. This is interesting because it seems more a terminological
difference, but the model can be applied also to Japanese.
Honorific Some Asian languages have a honorific system. This feature should be taken into account
in terms of data category rather than the description framework.
3.1.3 Proposed improvements
Our lexical specification is based on and compliant with the Lexical Mark-up Framework (LMF), the
high-level conceptual model developed within both the European e-Content Project LIRICS and ISO
TC37/SC4. LMF is a structural data model expressed by a set of UML packages each of them containing
lexical classes. It is comprised of a core package and a set of extensions. Each class is described by a
UML specification for linking with other classes and can be adorned by a set of attribute-value pairs taken
from a data category registry. Lexical classes and data categories provide the main building blocks for a
common shared representation of lexical objects that allows the encoding of rich linguistic information.
We have contributed to ISO TC37/SC4 activities, by testing and ensuring the portability and appli-
cability of LMF to the development of a description framework for NLP lexicons for Asian languages.
A major achievement has been the proposal of necessary extensions of the framework with respect to re-
quirements and characteristics of Asian languages. This activity culminated in the modeling of additional
packages concerning the characteristics of Asian languages to be incorporated in the LMF standard. We
contributed to the finalisation of the LMF draft including (1) a package for derivational morphology, (2)
the syntax-semantic interface with the problem of classifiers, and (3) representational issues with the
richness of writing systems in Asian languages. Appendix describes detailed comments on the LMF
drafts which was submitted for the ballot.
As a proof-of-concept of the conceptual framework, a first version of the NEDO lexical model has
been implemented in RDF-OWL and a first set of sample lexical entries has been developed in XML. The
XML implementation conforms to the LMF DTD. The NEDO multilingual lexicons are intended to be
used in NLP implementations and systems to support cross-language information retrieval applications
for Asian languages and test usability and viability of the proposed framework. Section 3.4 describes the
details of the system.
3.1.4 Data categories
The activity of designing a high-level conceptual model for harmonised lexicons in our project has been
conducted in connection with the formulation of a set of low-level standards, i.e. data categories needed
for adorning this structure and populating the different layers of the lexical data model. The relation
between the lexical meta-model and the data categories is an important point to mention, the first being
a specification of the structure of a lexicon, the latter being linguistic constants taken from a harmonised
registry.
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The property of splitting the structure and the adornment is shared by all specifications that are
developed within ISO-TC37/SC4. A specific purpose of the NEDO project is the identification of data
categories needed for the representation of peculiar features of Asian languages. An initial set of data
categories at different layers of linguistic representation was isolated and contributed in particular to
ISO TDG2, the Morpho-syntactic Profile. The development of lexical suites allows implementers to
combine the meta-model with the relevant data categories taken from the registry. They can thus be used
as examples of the application of data categories themselves and as a reference for the best practices in
the representation of a given linguistic phenomenon. Some of the data categories currently identified and
proposed are exemplified below.
Classification of derivation Derivation is a more complicated phenomenon and less studied than in-
flection. Thus, a specific package has been devised to deal with it. For instance, Japanese has at least four
types of derivation: affixation, compounding, reduplication and borrowing. Among those, reduplication
is one of the distinguishing features of some Asian languages, such as in Chinese and Thai. We further
investigate data categories specific for reduplication.
Reduplication Reduplication is a common linguistic phenomenon in many Asian languages realising
various functions such as plurality. In Chinese,慢 (man4) ‘to be slow’ is a state verb, while a reduplicated
form慢慢 (man4-man4) is an adverb. 看 (kan4) ‘to look’ is an activity verb, while the reduplicative form
看看 (kan4-kan4), refers to the tentative aspect, introducing either stage-like sub-division or the event or
tentativeness of the action of the agent. This case involves verbal aspect. Thai also has many functions
realised by reduplication. In summary, we proposed the following data category for reduplication that
covers ReduplicationType and ReduplicationFunction.
Data category for reduplication Reduplication is defined as
a derivational process in which a stem of a word is repeated, with or without phonologi-
cal modification, to convey changes or modification in the meaning of the word, such as
plurality, intensification, etc. The process is common among many African, Asian, and
Amerindian languages.
ReduplicationType The types of reduplication strongly depend on the implementation in each lan-
guage. Morphological and phonological constraints can derive the reduplication in various forms. The
following are some stereotypes observed by languages.
AA type The form of reduplication is generated by reduplicating the lemma.
1.1 [ban7] (slow) ! [ban7-ban7] (slowly) (Taiwanese)
1.2 dam0 (black) ⇒ dam0-dam0 (blackish) (Thai)
AAA type The form of reduplicating is generated by reduplicating the lemma 3 times.
2.1 [che7] (sit) ! [che7che7che7] (sit for a while) (Taiwanese)
AAB type The form of reduplication is generated by reduplicating only the first syllable of the word.
3.1 thua2-pai0 (general) ! thua2-thua2-pai0 (more general) (Thai)
AABB type The form of reduplication is generated by reduplicating each syllable of the word.
4.1 [ta4-shi2] (honest) ! [ta4-ta0-shi2-shi2] (honestly) (Mandarin)
4.2 lek3-noi3 (little) ! lek3-lek3-noi3-noi3 (little) (Thai)
A’A type The form of reduplication is generated by changing tone of the first syllable.
5.1 dam0 (black) ! dam3-dam0 (extremely black) (Thai)
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AA’A type The form of reduplication is generated by changing tone in the second syllable of triplica-
tion.
6.1 dern0 (walk) ! dern0-dern3-dern0 (intensively walk) (Thai)
Remark:
1. In Thai, a special symbol, namely /mai-yamok/ is attached to the original word to represent
the reduplication.
2. ReduplicationType heavily depends on the implementation in each language. It cannot be
simply defined to have a sufficient coverage of expression. Therefore, the ReduplicationType
is suggested as an appendix to the proposed data category of the reduplication.
ReduplicationFunction The following aspects can be derived by the operation of reduplication.
Concessive (to express a vague sense of a word)
1.1 [hung4] (red) ! [hung4-hung2-dei2*] (reddish) (Cantonese)
* [dei2] means ‘a little bit’
1.2 dam0 (black) ! dam0-dam0 (blackish) (Thai)
Pluralization (to express plurarity of objects)
2.1 gunung (mountain) ! gunung-ganang (mountains) (Malay)
2.2 dek1 (child) ! dek1-dek1 (children) (Thai)
Intensification (to express a higher degree of modification)
3.1 aka (red) ! aka-aka (very red) (Japanese)
3.2 sap1 (trivial) ! sap1-sap1-seoi3 (very trivial) (Cantonese)
3.3 dam (black) ! dam3-dam (very black) (Thai)
Iterative (to express the iteration of an action for a certain period of time literally, and implicitly sug-
gesting a specific manner of that action)
4.1 khit3 (think) ! khit3-khit3 (repeatedly think) (Thai)
Distributive (to express individual from the generic group in the sense of ‘every’ )
5.1 chin3 (piece) ! chin3-chin3 ((cut into) pieces) (Thai)
Successive (to express individual from the generic group in the sense of ‘each’ )
6.1 khao2 ma0 (come in) pen0 khon0-khon0 (one by one) (Thai)
(come in one by one)
Universal (to express individual from the generic group in the sense of ‘each and every’ )
7.1 pokok (tree) di (LOC) sini (here) tingg-tinggi (tall entirely) (Malay)
(The trees in here are all tall.)
7.2 [bun2-bun2] [syu1] [ngo] [dou1] [soeng2] [tai2] (Cantonese)
CL.RED (book) I all want read
(I want to read all books.)
Classifiers Many Asian languages do not distinguish singularity and plurality of nouns, but instead
use numerative classifiers to denote the number of objects. In addition, semantic agreement between
classifiers and nouns should be taken into account. This agreement is not as simple as number and
gender agreement in European languages; it is rather similar to a selectional restriction on arguments of
predicates. It is still uncertain if we can enumerate possible agreement combinations as values of a data
category. We alleviate this problem by building a linguistically motivated ontology that can be used for
describing noun-classifier agreement.
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We have proposed a method to construct an ontology based on noun-classifier agreement data.
Superordinate-subordinate relations are first extracted based on subsumption relations of noun sets corre-
sponding to classifiers, and then a taxonomy is automatically constructed using these extracted relations.
Preliminary experiments were conducted by using noun-classifier agreement data of three languages:
Chinese, Japanese and Thai, and we found this approach worked well for Chinese and Japanese but not
for Thai [14]. In Thai, relations between a noun and a classifier are tightly coupled and fail to produce a
structure of classifiers. Details of our classifier ontology is described in 3.3.2.
Honorifics Many Asian languages have some level of distinction at the lexical level representing the
differences between members of a conversation based on their social level, i.e. superior/inferior. Our
research has initially focused on three Asian languages: (1) Thai, (2) Japanese and (3) Chinese. Thai has
a developed honorific system. The usage of Thai honorifics depends on (1) social status, (2) seniority
and (3) formal and informal relationships for social and commercial links. In summary, there are four
types of honorific words in Thai:
(a) Special diction for the King and the royal family,
(b) Special diction for religious figures,
(c) Respectful forms, and
(d) Polite forms.
There are some Thai words that have their own equivalents for polite senses used in formal situations
or in written language. The Japanese honorific system has four forms: respectful, humble, polite and
special diction for the Imperial family. Respectful forms show respect to those in higher positions (e.g.
a boss at work, a customer and so on). Humble forms also show respect to others, but is achieved by
the speakers abasing themselves. Polite forms show politeness without differentiating social level. The
detailed categories of the Japanese honorific system are as follows.
(a) Respectful forms
(b) Humble forms concerning third persons
(c) Humble forms concerning the hearer
(d) Polite forms
(e) Beautification
(f) Special diction for the Imperial Family
Although honorific systems depend heavily on both language and culture, and therefore may vary
greatly between two separate languages/cultures, we have designed a prototype of universal data cate-
gories for honorifics as summarized by the following:
Data category for honorifics Honorific is defined as
a special form of language used when talking about those in positions of society, for exam-
ple, a superior at work or a customer.
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HonorificType
Social status Diction for a certain social status such as for the King, member of the royal family, and
the monks
Respective A special form of language used when talking about those in positions of power
Polite A word paying politeness or weak respect
Beautification A word beautifying something
Humble patient A word expressing speaker’s respect to a person in patient role by depreciating oneself
Humble hearer A word expressing speaker’s respect to hearer by depreciating oneself
Neutral Expression in common
Orthography Many Asian languages involve more than one writing script, unlike many Western lan-
guages. In many cases, an original script and Latin characters are used together. Among many Asian
languages, Japanese probably has the most complicated writing system; four writing scripts are used
in Japanese, i.e. hiragana, katakana, kanzi and Latin characters in romanisation. This variety can be
represented by the combination of two attributes: scriptName and orthographyName. The corre-
spondence between the writing systems and the combinations of the attributes is summarised as Table 3.
Table 3: Japanese writing systems
Writing system scriptName orthographyName
Hiragana hiragana -
Katakana katakana -
Kanzi kanzi -
Japanese style
Romanisation latin kunrei style
Hepburn style
The complication here is that some words can be represented by a mixture of kanzi and hiragana
scripts. Therefore, an attribute value of kanzi allows for using hiragana together with the kanzi script.
In addition, there can be variations in the Kanzi writing system. Thus when implementing this in LMF,
multiple FormRepresentation instances should be allowed with the same script and orthography values
but different writtenForm values. Figure 3 shows an example of the entry “tizirege” (curly hair).
3.1.5 NEDO representation format
This section describes the format adopted to represent the NEDO lexical framework. The format is
based on ISO 24613 LMF, one of the most widely recognized standards for the representation of lexical
resources. Reasons behind this choice are many fold.
The first one is that, in this project, we need a common multilingual lexical framework for building,
linking and accessing harmonized monolingual lexicons. One of the main points is hence to adopt a
common representation format for monolingual lexicons – built up starting from already existing propri-
etary resources of the project partners – to allow easier integration of information from source lexicons
not necessarily sharing the same structure. As the NEDO monolingual lexicons need to be shared, linked
and accessed in an integrated way, use of an interoperability format is imperative. More importantly,
another requisite to pursue is ensuring integration across the NEDO lexicons and differently conceived
lexical resources and/or frameworks, i.e. intra-operability.
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ちじれげ
チジレゲ
縮毛
縮れ毛
ちじれ毛
Figure 3: Example of a Japanese entry with multiple scripts
LMF was specifically designed to provide a common backbone for the creation, use and exchange
of data between and among different mono- and multi-lingual lexical resources in view of developing an
extensive global resource.
XML has been chosen as the data representation format because the high level of interoperability
ensured as well as its wide adoption. In particular, considering the NEDO architecture, the choice of
XML to store and exchange data allows for achieving integration and interaction with external systems.
The depicted scenario foresees all monolingual lexicons included in the same global resource, a
picture that is suitable for the NEDO lexicons which have to be accessed by the evaluation application
of query expansion.
NEDO-LMF For the purpose of describing all the elements of the NEDO-LMF format, some exem-
plifying senses (with corresponding synsets) will be used. The sense chosen as reference is from the
Swadesh list fire1, the first member of the synset [fire1, flame1, flaming1] corresponding to WordNet 3.0
no. 13480848. The English and Italian counterparts have been selected and the corresponding represen-
tations provided. Another sample sense is burn1, corresponding to the WordNet 3.0 No. 378664, which
is exemplified for Italian.
Description of NEDO representation format
Metadata Information
<LexicalResources> It is the root element, as in LMF. It has the following children:
- <feat> 0..*
- <GlobalInformation> 1..1
- <Lexicon> 1..*
- <SenseAxes> 0..*
A lexical resource can contain more than one lexicon, and multi-lingual correspondences, if available, are
grouped in a section and separated from the monolingual lexicon proper, containing only inter-lexicon
correspondences. It bears the attribute dtdVersion with current value fixed at 16. This is the skeleton
schema:
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<LexicalResource dtdVersion="16">
<GlobalInformation/>
<Lexicon>
</Lexicon>
<SenseAxis/>
</LexicalResource>
<feat> In accordance with LMF, the element <feat> is used to decorate different lexical objects with
linguistic information. This is an attribute-value pair filled by means of standardized Data Categories (or
free text).
<feat att="label" val="ILC-CNR NEDO Representation"/>
or
<feat att="PartOfSpeech" val="N"/>
<GlobalInformation> This is used to record general information about the lexical resource en-
coded by means of the attribute-value <feat> element.
<GlobalInformation>
<feat att="label" val="ILC-CNR NEDO Representation"/>
</GlobalInformation>
<Lexicon> This element contains a monolingual resource. A <Lexicon> contains the following
elements
- <feat> 0..*
- <LexicalEntry> 1..*
- <SubCategorizationFrame> 0..*
- <SemanticPredicate> 0..*
- <Synset> 0..*
- <SynSemCorrespondence> 0..*
The <feat> element is used to encode the language of the Lexicon (the attribute att="language");
the values of the attribute val are drawn from ISO 639-3 norm which recommends the use of the
standardized 3-letter language coding (e.g. “eng”, “ita”). At minimum, a lexicon contains a lexical entry.
This is an example of minimal information contained in a NEDO lexicon:
<Lexicon>
<feat att="language" val="eng"/>
<LexicalEntry>
<Lemma/>
<Sense id="S_fire_1" synset="E_N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<Synset id="E_N_13480848"/>
</Lexicon>
Representation of lexical entries
<LexicalEntry> This element is a container for representing a lexeme in a lexicon. It has one
attribute: id (a unique identifier). A <LexicalEntry> contains the following elements:
- <feat> 0..*
- <Lemma> 1..1
- <Sense> 0..*
- <SyntacticBehaviour> 0..*
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In conformance with LMF, it carries part-of-speech information encoded by means of the element
<feat>.
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fire">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma> </Lemma>
</LexicalEntry>
<Lemma> This is an obligatory child of the parent <LexicalEntry>. This element represents a word
form chosen by convention to designate the lexical entry. It can also carry graphical information. Graph-
ical information is specified through the attribute-value pair of the element <feat>.
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fire">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenform" val="fire"/>
</Lemma>
</LexicalEntry>
<Sense> This element represents one meaning of a lexical entry. A <Sense> element contains the
following elements. Each element is described in the relevant sections.
- <feat> 0..*
- <PredicativeRepresentation> 0..*
- <SenseRelation> 0..*
The element <Sense> can contain the following attributes:
• Attribute id can be numerical or specified according to the typical convention (used in many lex-
icon practices), i.e. word sense number. Here the attribute also presents the prefix of the elements
(S = Sense identifier to distinguish it from a lexical entry or other identifiers).
• Attribute synset taking as its value the identifier of the synset to which the sense belongs. This
allows for one <Sense> to point to a WordNet synset which it is member of.
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fire">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma><feat att="writtenform" val="fire"/></Lemma>
<Sense id="S_fire" synset=" N_13480848”> </Sense>
It should be noted that, according to LMF format, synset variants are expressed outside the <synset>
element. They are expressed by means of the <LexicalEntry>, <Lemma> and <Sense> group of
objects, one for each variant.
This is the representation of the senses fire1, flame1, flaming1, members, respectively, of the English
WN1.5 synset 13480848.
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fire">
<Lemma> </Lemma>
<Sense id="S_fire_1" synset="N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry id="LE_flame">
<Lemma></Lemma>
<Sense id="S_flame_1" synset="N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry id="LE_flaming">
<Lemma></Lemma>
<Sense id="S_flaming_1" synset="N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
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In language-specific NEDO-lexicons (i.e non-English lexicons), each Sense can point directly to the
Synset in the corresponding language-specific WordNet, if available, and through this, it can be mapped
to the English correspondent. In other words, the Italian Sense fuoco1 points to identifier of the synset in
the Italian WordNet (N 1251), which in turn, in the section of the lexicon devoted to the description of
synsets, is mapped on to the English correspondent English 1.5 (N 13480848), acting as an interlingua
between the different language specific senses.
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fuoco_N">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma><feat att="writtenform" val="fuoco"/> </Lemma>
<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="I_N_1251"> </Sense>
The element <feat> associated to Sense has a crucial importance in the NEDO lexicons, since it rep-
resents a relationship between a sense instance and an external system, be it a knowledge organisation
system or a terminological repository. The <feat> attribute allows us to express the link to the SIMPLE
ontology, which as been taken as the reference system in the project. The following is an example taken
from the Italian Lexicon:
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fuoco_N">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma><feat att="writtenform" val="fuoco"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="I_N_1251">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Phenomenon"/>
</Sense>
<SenseRelation>> Relations between senses are codified by means of <SenseRelations> ele-
ments, one per relation. The required attribute targets contains the ID value of the sense that is the
target of the relation. The particular relation type (ISA., PART OF, MADE OF) is expressed by means
of the element attribute-value pair as attributes of the element <feat>. As in the SIMPLE-PAROLE
lexicons, traditional qualia roles of the Generative Lexicons can be implemented as relations between
senses.
<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="I_N_1251">
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5364fenomeno">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
</Sense>
<PredicativeRepresentation> According to LMF, this element is used to describe the predica-
tive properties of lexical entries. It serves for the main purpose of linking a Sense to the corresponding
SemanticPredicate. By means of PredicativeRepresentation, we can describe the complete semantic
argument structure of predicative lexical items, together with specific restrictions and constraints. It
contains the following element:
- <feat> 0..*
This element is used to encode the type of link that a Sense holds with a SemanticPredicate, e.g. a
verb, like bruciare (to burn), which is a privileged realization of the predicate BRUCIARE (feat
att="type of link" val="Master") , vs. the nominalization, bruciatura (burning).
Attributes of this elements are:
• Attribute predicate, is used to express the link from the Sense to a Semantic Predicate which
represents an abstract meaning expressed in terms of semantic predicate argument structure, and
is instantiated at the level of Lexicon instances.
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• Attribute correspondences accounts for the mapping between the semantic argument struc-
ture and the syntactic one, and is in turn instantiated at the level of Lexicon instances.
<Sense id="USem62340bruciare" synset="I_v_36100">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Cause_Change_of_State"/>
<PredicativeRepresentation
predicate="PREDbruciare_1" correspondences="ISObivalent">
<feat att="link" val="Master"/>
</PredicativeRepresentation> </Sense>
<SemanticPredicate> and <SemanticArgument> The <SemanticPredicate> object is inde-
pendent from specific entries and represents an abstract predicative/relational meaning. A SemanticPred-
icate may be shared by different senses, typically a verb and the corresponding nominalizations, so that
it can link Lexical entries that belong to different lexical classes. And the SemanticPredicate object is
referred to by specific PredicativeRepresentation instances.
The semantic predicate contains the following lexical objects:
- <feat> 0..*
- <SemanticArgument> 0..*
The semantic predicate contains the following attribute:
• Attribute id: which is referenced in the Predicative Representation aggregated to Sense(s).
The <SemanticPredicate> is expressed as a list of semantic arguments. <SemanticArgument> is
the object for representing arguments associated with a semantic predicate. Arguments can be adorned
with data categories <feat> that specify their semantic role and restrictions applying on the admitted
semantic types of fillers, expressed as semantic types in the ontology.
<SemanticPredicate id="PREDbruciare_1">
<SemanticArgument id="ARG0bruciare_1">
<feat att="label" val="ARG0"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Agent"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="ArgConcrete"/>
</SemanticArgument>
<SemanticArgument id="ARG1bruciare_1">
<feat att="label" val="ARG1"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Patient"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="Concrete_entity"/>
</SemanticArgument>
</SemanticPredicate>
<SyntacticBehaviour> <SyntacticBehaviour> is the class used for representing syntactic units.
It describes specific syntactic properties of single lexical items. Therefore, it represents one of the possi-
ble behaviours of a lexical entry. The SyntacticBehaviour is attached to the LexicalEntry and it refers to
one or more Sense(s).
The attributes of the element are:
• Attribute id encodes the identifier of the Syntactic Behaviour.
• Attribute senses relates a sense to a given syntactic realization and through these, a semantic
argument structure with a syntactic frame .
• Attribute subcategorizationFrames points to the description of the syntactic behaviour in
term of syntactic arguments.
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<LexicalEntry id="LE_bruciare_V">
<feat att="POS" val="V"/>
<Lemma><feat att="writtenform" val="bruciare"/></Lemma>
<Sense id="USem62340bruciare" synset="I_v_36100">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Cause_Change_of_State"/>
<PredicativeRepresentation
predicate="PREDbruciare_1" correspondences="ISObivalent">
<feat att="link" val="Master"/>
</PredicativeRepresentation>
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5415cambiare">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/> </SenseRelation>
</Sense>
<SyntacticBehaviour id="SB_SYNUbruciareV4"
senses="USem62340bruciare"
subcategorizationFrames="t"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<SubcategorizationFrame> and <SyntacticArgument> The <SubcategorizationFrame>
object is the “heart” of the syntactic module, thus representing the syntactic counterpart of the Semantic
Predicate. It is used to represent one syntactic configuration, or subcategorization pattern. For the sake of
modularity, it does not depend on individual syntactic units. One SubcategorizationFrame may be shared
by different Lexical Entry instances that have the same syntactic behaviour. A <SubcategorizationFrame>
describes the syntactic arity of a relational lexical unit, and through the SyntacticArgument class, it al-
lows for a granular specification of its properties.
The subcategorization frame contains the following lexical objects:
- <feat> 0..*
- <SyntacticArgument> 0..*
The attributes of the element are:
• Attribute id encodes the identifier of the Subcategorization Frame.
The <SyntacticArgument>, linguistically speaking, is one of the essential and functional elements in
a clause that superficially realises the participants in the process referred to by a verb. The <SyntacticArgument>,
in the LMF-NEDO lexicons, is an object representing an argument, or slot, of a given Subcategoriza-
tionFrame (i.e. valence). A SyntacticArgument can therefore be linked recursively to a Subcategoriza-
tionFrame instance in order to describe complex frames, i.e configurations with more than one argument.
Finally SyntacticArgument allows for the connection with a semantic argument by means of a SynSe-
mArgMap instance, but this possibility will be discussed in the section on the Syntax-Semantic Mapping
below.
The Syntactic Argument object contains the following lexical objects:
- <feat> 0..*
allowing for specification it with data categories related to: position (0, 1 . . . ); function (subject, object
. . . ) and category (NP, PP . . . ).
<SubcategorizationFrame id="t">
<SyntacticArgument id="synArg1_t">
<feat att="label" val="POS0"/>
<feat att="function" val="subject"/>
<feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/>
</SyntacticArgument>
<SyntacticArgument id="synArg4_t">
<feat att="label" val="POS1"/>
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<feat att="function" val="object"/>
<feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/>
</SyntacticArgument>
</SubcategorizationFrame>
Syntax-semantics mapping From the semantic module, this mechanism exists for expressing an ex-
plicit mapping of semantic arguments and roles onto syntactic slots of predicative items, typically verbs
and nominalizations.
<SynSemCorrespondence> and <SynSemArgMap> The <SynSemCorrespondence> object is the
heart of the mapping where rules and conditions are defined to specify how each of the arguments
of the two layers is mapped. The <SynSemCorrespondence> object is used to represent a set of
<SynSemArgMap> instances for a given <SubcategorizationFrame> and <SemanticPredicate>
instance. <SynSemCorrespondence> includes the following objects:
- <feat> 0..*
- <SynSemArgMap> 0..*
It has one attribute:
• Attribute idwhich encodes the identifier of the SynSemCorrespondence pointed to by the attribute
correspondences in the Predicative Representation, e.g. correspondences="ISObivalent".
<SynSemCorrespondence> is able to represent how the semantic arguments are mapped on to the
syntactic ones by means of the SynSemArgMap mechanism.
The object <SynSemArgMap> represents this link through the following attributes:
• Attribute SynFeature which points to a syntactic position
• Attribute SemFeature which points to a semantic argument
<SynSemCorrespondence id="ISObivalent">
<SynSemArgMap synFeature="POS0" semFeature="ARG0"/>
<SynSemArgMap synFeature="POS1" semFeature="ARG1"/>
</SynSemCorrespondence>
Representation of synsets This element encodes information about a WordNet synset. Each synset in
an LMF lexicon is represented via a <Synset> object which links senses of different <LexicalEntry>
instances within the same part of speech.
The attribute id encodes its original offset:
<Synset id="N_13480848">
A <Synset> element can contain the following elements:
- <feat> 0..*
- <SemanticDefinition> 0..*
<Synset id="IWN_v_36100">
<feat att="ILI_WN15" val="v_226851"/>
<feat att="WN30_id_0" val="v_378664"/>
<feat att="WN30_weight_0" val="1"/>
</Synset>
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A Synset, in a NEDO lexicon, provides further information encoded by means of the object <feat>,
thus enabling the traversal to the English correspondent via the linking to both Princeton WordNet 1.5
and Princeton WordNet 3.0. It should be noted that, for Italian, the linking of an Italian synset to the
English WordNet 1.5 has been hand validated, whereas the correspondence between WordNet 1.5 and
3.0 has been made automatically. The feature <feat att WN30 weight 0" val="1"> represents the
confidence score (1 = sure) of the automatic mapping.
<SemanticDefinition> It allows representing the gloss associated with each synset. This element
in turn contains an element <Statement> that allows representing examples of use associated with the
synset:
<Synset id="I_v_36100">
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="text" val="burn with heat, fire, or radiation"/>
</SemanticDefinition>
</Synset>
Representation of the IT-NEDO lexical entry bruciare (to burn)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE LexicalResource SYSTEM "LMFNLP.dtd">
<LexicalResource dtdVersion="16">
<GlobalInformation>
<feat att="label" val="ILC-CNR Italian Verbs for NEDO"/>
</GlobalInformation>
<Lexicon>
<feat att="language" val="Italian"/>
<LexicalEntry id="LE_bruciare_V">
<feat att="POS" val="V"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenform" val="bruciare"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="USem62340bruciare" synset="I_v_36100">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Cause_Change_of_State"/>
<PredicativeRepresentation predicate="PREDbruciare_1"
correspondences="ISObivalent">
<feat att="link" val="Master"/>
</PredicativeRepresentation>
<SenseRelation targets="USemD7002bruciato">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Resultingstate"/>
</SenseRelation>
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5429bruciare">
<feat att="relation_type"
val="PolysemyChangeofstate-Causechangeofstate"/>
</SenseRelation>
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5415cambiare">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
</Sense>
<Sense id="USemD5429bruciare" synset="I_v_36106">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Change_of_State"/>
</Sense>
<SyntacticBehaviour id="SB_SYNUbruciareV4"
senses="USem62340bruciare"
subcategorizationFrames="t"/>
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</LexicalEntry>
<SubcategorizationFrame id="t">
<SyntacticArgument id="synArg1_t">
<feat att="label" val="POS0"/>
<feat att="function" val="subject"/>
<feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/>
</SyntacticArgument>
<SyntacticArgument id="synArg4_t">
<feat att="label" val="POS1"/>
<feat att="function" val="object"/>
<feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/>
</SyntacticArgument>
</SubcategorizationFrame>
<SemanticPredicate id="PREDbruciare_1">
<feat att="EnglishCorrespondentOffset" val="v_377002"/>
<feat att="EnglishCorrespondentWordsense" val="burn3"/>
<feat att="EnglishCorrespondentOffset" val="v_378664"/>
<feat att="EnglishCorrespondentWordsense" val="burn1"/>
<SemanticArgument id="ARG0bruciare_1">
<feat att="label" val="ARG0"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Agent"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="ArgConcrete"/>
</SemanticArgument>
<SemanticArgument id="ARG1bruciare_1">
<feat att="label" val="ARG1"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Patient"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="Concrete_entity"/>
</SemanticArgument>
</SemanticPredicate>
<Synset id="I_v_36100">
<feat att="ILI_WN15" val="v_226851"/>
<feat att="WN30_id_0" val="v_378664"/>
<feat att="WN30_weight_0" val="1"/>
</Synset>
<SynSemCorrespondence id="ISObivalent">
<SynSemArgMap synFeature="POS0" semFeature="ARG0"/>
<SynSemArgMap synFeature="POS1" semFeature="ARG1"/>
</SynSemCorrespondence>
</Lexicon>
</LexicalResource>
3.2 Sample lexicon
3.2.1 Sample lexicon for lexical description framework
CKIP (Chinese Knowledge and Information Processing) Electronic Dictionary is an electronic lexicon
for Mandarin Chinese containing 88,000 entries. It is written in XML format. Each entry contains print
form (Chinese characters), word frequency, pronunciation (National Phonetic Alphabets and Chinese
Phonetic Alphabet), syntactic category and semantic features. We extract syntactic structures from CKIP
Electronic Dictionary. Based on those structures, we constructed a sample lexicon in acccordance with
LMF.
As shown in Figure 4, the word “eat” has three basic syntactic structures in the CKIP Electronic
Dictionary. The mark “∗” represents “verb”. After automatically converting the format and manually
marking the restriction, we obtain the Semantic Predicate data shown in Figure 5.
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<Rules>
<rule>B01:agent[{NP,PP[由]}];*;theme[NP];</rule>
<rule>B02:agent[{NP,PP[由]}];theme[NP];*;</rule>
<rule>B03:theme[NP];agent[{PP,P}];*;</rule>
Figure 4: Syntactic structure of “eat” in CKIP Electronic Dictionary
<SemanticPredicate id="SP24">
<feat att="label" val="Animal_ACT_Food"/>
<SemanticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="X"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Agent"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="Animal"/>
</SemanticArgument>
<SemanticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="Y"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Theme"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="Food"/>
</SemanticArgument>
</SemanticPredicate>
Figure 5: Semantic predicate of “eat”
3.2.2 Sample lexicon for evaluation experiments
In order to evaluate our description framework of lexical entries, we developed an information retrieval
(IR) system with a sophisticated query expansion mechanism using rich lexical information. The main
goal of development of our IR system is to show the following two advantages of our international
standard framework: (1) the ability to handle rich lexical information such as syntactic and semantic
frames, (2) the portability for different languages, i.e. the exactly same system can be applicable for
different languages if lexicons are complied in the same format. Details of our application IR system will
be described later. Here we described the sample lexicon used for our application IR system. The sample
lexicon is designed in order to show some good examples of queries where our expansion mechanism
works well, so that the advantages of our framework denoted above become clear. Furthermore, since
the corpus used in our IR system is the collection of documents in Olympic domain in English, Chinese
and Japanese, we built sample lexicons in these three languages.
First, we chose words to be compiled in the sample lexicons. As our IR system assumes that a noun
is entered as a query and expands verbs which are related with the noun, nouns and verbs should be
compiled in the lexicon. By manual investigation of the Chinese corpus, query sets in Chinese are built.
Here the query set is defined as a set of words consisting of a noun and its related verbs. It is supposed
that a noun in a query set is the query term provided by a user, while verbs are expanded terms. All nouns
and verbs in the query sets are related to questions about Olympic games. Figure 6 shows an example of
the query set.
!"#!$ 比%&!"#$'
()*+$% %&%"&'(',%&)*"+',%&"&&$,-'
Figure 6: Example of the Query Set in Chinese
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We created a total of 31 query sets in Chinese. The number of nouns and verbs in them is 31 and 40,
respectively. Then we translated all Chinese query sets into English and Japanese.
Next, we checked the hit number for the above queries. More concretely, we checked H(n) and
H(n, v), defined as below, for all combination of nouns and verbs in query sets:
H(n): the number of retrieved documents when a query is a noun n only.
H(n, v): the number of retrieved documents when a query is a noun n and a verb v.
If the hit number decreases greatly when we add a verb in the query, that isH(n, v) is much smaller than
H(n), it serves as a good example that our query expansion module works well. Therefore, we chose
query sets satisfying the following conditions for all three languages:
1. H(n) is greater than 15.
2. H(n, v) is greater than 5.
3. Two or more verbs satisfy condition 2 for one noun.
Finally 6 query sets were chosen. There are 6 nouns and 11 verbs, shown in Table 4, in these query sets.
Table 4: Words in Sample lexicons
!"#$%&%  比 行李 	 葡萄酒 牛肉
'$()#&" *"+$% (,-% ).((,(% $%/&*,*%0 /#$% 1%%2
3,*,$%&% 電話 ゲーム 荷物 新聞 ワイン 牛肉
!"#$%&% 打  看 打 送 取  看  喝 吃
'$()#&" 4,)) 1.5 /,64" *),5 &%$7 (%6 4"%48 0%,7 &%)) 70#$8 %,6
3,*,$%&% かける 買う 見る する 送る 取る 検査 読む 売る 飲む 食べる
The chosen 17 words were compiled in our sample lexicon for Chinese, English and Japanese under
our international standard framework. The lexical information described for each entry (word) is listed
below. The classes used to mark up the lexical information in our framework is also described.
[For verbs]
• Written form
‘Lemma’ class is used to describe it.
• Part of speech (POS)
‘Lexical Entry’ class is used to describe it.
• Sense
We use synset IDs in WordNet as senses of verbs. ‘Sense’ class is used to describe it.
• Semantic type
We use SIMPLE semantic categories as semantic types of verbs. ‘Sense’ class is also used to
describe it.
• Syntactic frame
Number of syntactic augments as well as its syntactic function such as ‘Subject’, ‘Object’ are
described. ‘SubcategorizationFrame’ class is used.
• Semantic frame
Number of semantic arguments, their semantic roles and their selectional restrictions are described.
We used LIRICS data categories as semantic roles, while SIMPLE semantic categories as selec-
tional restrictions. The ‘SemanticArgument’ class is used.
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• Correspondence between syntactic and semantic arguments.
The ‘SynSemCorrespondence’ class is used to describe it.
[For nouns]
• Written form
‘Lemma’ class is used to describe it.
• Part of speech (POS)
‘Lexical Entry’ class is used to describe it.
• Sense
We also use synset IDs in WordNet as senses of nouns. ‘Sense’ class is used to describe it.
• Semantic type
We use SIMPLE semantic categories as semantic types of nouns. ‘Sense’ class is also used.
Although the sample lexicons are quite small, it would be helpful to show the potential effectiveness
of our IR system with a query expansion module using lexicons of several different languages described
in our international standard framework.
3.2.3 Possible extensions
This section is devoted to the discussion of possible extensions and/or improvements of the format
adopted to describe the NEDO lexical resources.
The main goal and research items of the project are the development of a description framework for
Asian language resources, in the form of multilingual lexicons related to an ontology and the construction
of an application for testing the framework. We attacked the following challenges: (i) putting together
lexical resources belonging to different languages, (ii) allowing integration and sharing of these lexicons,
under the form of lexical repositories, and (iii) linking to an ontology in view of creating a knowledge
both general and domain-related.
The multi-/inter-lingual aspect and the linking to the ontology are two critical aspects that need
further investigation.
We further explore methods for utilising LMF in our effort for creating monolingual lexicons that
are both internally and externally aligned, as well as for a means for easily linking these to an external
ontology.
This experiment represents a first case-study for testing and evaluating the possibility of using a
monolingual LMF-conformant lexicon to point to a conceptual resource and the suitability of the LMF
multilingual package to build multilingual resources using the interlingual pivot approach.
The envisaged scenario is a ‘constellation’ of monolingual NEDO lexicons linked to each other,
pointing to the same interlingual resource and from there to an ontology. This is a suitable scenario for
our project where monolingual lexicons have to be accessed by a system for query expansion as a unique
global resource.
For the purpose of describing this case study some exemplifying senses (with corresponding synsets)
will be used. The sense chosen as reference is from the Swadesh list fire1, the first member of the synset
[fire1, flame1, flaming1] corresponding to WordNet 1.5 no. 13480848.
Monolingual representation
<MonolingualExternalRef> This object offers a different way to point to an ontology with re-
spect to the way it is encoded in the format presented in 3.1.5 by means of the attribute value <feat>
aggregated to the element <Sense> (cf. below).
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<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="N_1251">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Phenomenon"/>
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5364fenomeno">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
</Sense>
According to LMF, <MonolingualExternalRef> represents a relationship between a sense instance
and an external system, be it a knowledge organisation system or a terminological repository. Here is
where the link between the NEDO grid and the conceptual resource of the project will be established.
Both <Sense> and <Synset> can contain zero to many <MonolingualExternalRef>:
<Sense>
- <feat> 0..*
- <PredicativeRepresentation> 0..*
- <SenseRelation> 0..*
- <MonolingualExternalRef> 0..*
<Synset>
- <feat> 0..*
- <SemanticDefinition> 0..*
- <SynsetRelation> 0..*
- <MonolingualExternalRef> 0..*
This object can be further specified by the the <feat> element with recommended attributes externalSystem
and externalReference which allow encoding, respectively, the name of the external system and
the specific relevant nodes in the system. We have used this element to express information concerning
linking to an ontology, where this info was available. This is used to express the link to the SIM-
PLE ontology. The following are two examples taken from the Italian Lexicon, both for <Sense> and
<Synset>:
<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="I_N_1251">
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5364fenomeno">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Sense>
<Synset id="I_N_1251">
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="gloss"
val="il fenomeno visivo legato alla combustione;
il fenomeno legato alla combustione"/>
</SemanticDefinition>
<SynsetRelation targets="I_N_26410">
<feat att="type" val="has_hyperonym"/>
</SynsetRelation>
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="top_ontology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Dynamic_Experience_Phenomenal"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
This is the representation of the corresponding Chinese synset.
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<Synset id="C_Na_05231501">
<feat att="PartOfSpeech" val="Na"/>
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="gloss" val="!"#$%&'()*+"/>
</SemanticDefinition>
<SynsetRelation targets="C_Na_05001001">
<feat att="type" val="has_hyperonym"/>
</SynsetRelation>
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SUMO_ontology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Combustion"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Synset>
The advantage of this mechanism is that, once senses are aligned across languages, a mapping of different
ontologies can be done through the object <MonolingualExternalRef>.
Multilingual linking In case of multilingual lexicons, LMF allows representing the multilingual link-
ing by means of the Multilingual Notation Extension.
This package provides a means to encode multilingual information and it is designed as an indepen-
dent package, in order not to overload the representation of monolingual lexicons. The model is based
on the notion of “Axes” that link senses pertaining to different languages. For the sample senses/synsets,
we have depicted a scenario where all monolingual lexicons are represented in the same global resource,
a picture that could be suitable for the NEDO lexicons.
The framework, based on the notion of Axis, accommodates transfer, TransferAxis, and interlingual
pivot approaches, SenseAxis (cf. Figure 7 below).
The interlingual pivot approach allows use of SenseAxes which are connectors between nodes of the
different monolingual semantic packages and interlingual nodes. In conformity to LMF philosophy, the
NEDO lexical resource is to be seen as a global multilingual grid comprising <SenseAxis> instances
which link monolingual Synset (or Sense) instances to interlingual nodes. The multilingual package
comes equipped with the possibility to define connections between a node in a lexicon (e.g. a SenseAxis
instance) and knowledge representation systems, such as ontologies or fact databases, as well. The
InterlingualExternalRef class allows for this.
<SenseAxis> This element represents the relationships between different closely related senses in
different languages.
A <SenseAxis> element contains the following elements:
- <feat> 0..*
- <InterlingualExternalRef> 0..*
Any <SenseAxis> element groups together monolingual senses that correspond to one another by
means of a list of identifiers as values of the attribute senses.
It is possible to specify the type of this correspondence by means of a <feat> element indicating,
for instance, whether the equivalence is of the type “eq synonym”, “eq near synonym”, etc.
A lexicon may refer to an external knowledge representation system or to an external lexical resource.
So, for instance, the equivalence relation between the Italian Sense USem62340bruciare and the
English burn1 is expressed as follows:
<SenseAxis senses="USem62340bruciare burn_1">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
</SenseAxis>
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Figure 7: LMF multilingual notation package
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<InterlingualExternalRef> The object <InterlingualExternalRef> represents a relation-
ship between a SenseAxis instance and an external system, such as an ontology. The “externalSys-
tem” and “externalReference” recommended attributes of the <feat> elements allow encoding, respec-
tively, the name of the external system and the specific relevant nodes in the given external system.
The linking to an external ontology can be instantiated, in a manner similar to the one explained for
<MonolingualExternalRef>.
<SenseAxis senses="USem62340bruciare burn_1">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
<InterlingualExternalRef>
<feat att="ExternalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="ExternalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</InterlingualExternalRef>
</SenseAxis>
Representation of multilingual linking via ILI The core NEDO lexicon has been built starting from
the Swadesh list together with the set of the Base Concept Set (BCS) proposed in the GlobalWordNet
Association. For the purposes of creating a grid of lexicons linked via the WordNet ILI, the most appro-
priate device is the <SenseAxis>, since it is specifically designed to implement approaches based on
an interlingual pivot.
This package can be used in case of wordnet-like lexicons to represent ILI linking from monolingual
wordnets to a Princeton WordNet version. It can also be applied in a scenario where all WordNets point
to the same interlingual resource and from there to an ontology.
Thus, in the example at hand, where the Italian monolingual wordnet points to the English Princeton,
all the stuff needed for the interlingual correspondence from Italian to English will be moved to the
multilingual notation extension.
With respect to the representation of the same synset, as provided in 3.1.5 (cf. below),
<Synset id="I_N_1251">
<!-- this to be moved in the multilingual notation extension
<feat att="ILI" val="N_8253345"/>
<feat att="WN30_id_0“ val=“E_N_13480848"/>
<feat att="WN30_weight_0" val="1"/>
-->
</Synset>
the new representation will be as follows: Sense and Synset will only carry monolingual information
<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="I_N_1251">
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5364fenomeno">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
</Sense>
<Synset id="I_N_1251">
<Definition>
<feat att="gloss"
val="il fenomeno visivo legato alla combustione;
il fenomeno legato alla combustione"/>
</Definition>
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="top_ontology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Dynamic_Experience_Phenomenal"/>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLE_ontology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
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</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Synset>
<SenseAxis>, through the attribute synsets contains the identifiers of the Italian and English synsets,
and the element <feat> specifies the type of equivalence relation.
<SenseAxis synsets="I_N_1251 E_N_13480848">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
</SenseAxis>
In a scenario where all NEDO lexicons point to the same English WN synset {fire1, flame1, flaming1}
and this, in turn, points to an external ontology, the representation will look like the following:
<SenseAxis synsets="I_N_1251 S_N_09686541 C_Na_05231501 E_N_13480848">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
<InterlingualExternalRef>
<feat att="ExternalSystem" val="SUMO_ontology"/>
<feat att="ExternalReference" val="Combustion"/>
</InterlingualExternalRef>
</SenseAxis>
In the attribute synsets, ID prefixes were introduced in order to disambiguate among (possible) iden-
tical numberings of synsets across languages.
Comments The separation between the representation of language-specific information and interlin-
gual axis makes the system more powerful and flexible. From a monolingual point of view, it makes it
easier to handle Senses and Synsets. From the point of view of inter-lexicon correspondence, it allows
to condense information together that would be scattered around different lexical objects.
Multilingual NEDO representation of English WordNet 1.5 {fire1, flame1, flaming1} synset
<!DOCTYPE LexicalResource SYSTEM "LMFNLP.dtd">
<LexicalResource dtdVersion="16">
<GlobalInformation>
<feat att="label" val="ILC-CNR NEDO Representation"/>
</GlobalInformation>
<!-- beginning of Italian Lexicon -->
<Lexicon>
<feat att="language" val="ita"/>
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fenomeno_N">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenform" val="fenomeno"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="USemD5364fenomeno" synset="I_N_26410">
<!-- this is to encode a link to the ontology. -->
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Event"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Sense>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry id="fiamma">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma>
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<feat att="writtenform" val="fiamma"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="USemD65788fiamma" synset="I_N_1251">
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5364fenomeno">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
<!-- this is to encode a link to the ontology. -->
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Sense>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry id="LE_fuoco_N">
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenform" val="fuoco"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="USem60904fuoco" synset="I_N_1251">
<SenseRelation targets="USemD5364fenomeno">
<feat att="relation_type" val="Isa"/>
</SenseRelation>
<!-- this is to encode a link to the ontology. -->
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Sense>
<SyntacticBehaviour id="SB_SYNUfuocoN2" senses="USem60904fuoco"
subcategorizationFrames="n-0"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry id="LE_bruciare_V">
<feat att="POS" val="V"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenform" val="bruciare"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="USem62340bruciare" synset="I_v_36100">
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Cause_Change_of_State"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Sense>
</LexicalEntry>
<SubcategorizationFrame id="n-0"/>
<Synset id="I_N_1251">
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="gloss" val="il fenomeno visivo legato alla combustione;
il fenomeno legato alla combustione"/>
<Statement/>
</SemanticDefinition>
<SynsetRelation targets="I_N_26410">
<feat att="type" val="has_hyperonym"/>
</SynsetRelation>
<!-- this is to encode a link to the ontology. -->
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<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="top_ontology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Dynamic_Experience_Phenomenal"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Synset>
<Synset id="I_N_26410"/>
<Synset id="I_v_36100"/>
</Lexicon>
<!-- end of Italian Lexicon -->
<!-- beginning of Japanese Lexicon -->
<Lexicon>
<!-- IPAL やく 001-001 (burn)-->
<LexicalEntry>
<feat att="partOfSpeech" val="verb"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenForm" val="焼く"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="burn_1" synset="burn2:30:03::">
<PredicativeRepresentation
predicate="SPAHumanPCONCRETE_ENTITY-LOCATION"
correspondences="XY_XY"/>
<!-- this is to encode a link to the ontology. -->
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Cause_Change_of_State"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Sense>
<SyntacticBehaviour subcategorizationFrames="SF_ga_o"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<SubcategorizationFrame id="SF_ga_o">
<SyntacticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="synArgX"/>
<feat att="jp_postp" val="ガ"/>
<feat att="function" val="Subject"/>
<feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/>
</SyntacticArgument>
<SyntacticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="synArgY"/>
<feat att="jp_postp" val="ヲ"/>
<feat att="function" val="Object"/>
<feat att="syntacticConstituent" val="NP"/>
</SyntacticArgument>
</SubcategorizationFrame>
<SemanticPredicate id="SPAHumanPCONCRETE_ENTITY-LOCATION">
<SemanticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="X"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Agent"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="Human"/>
</SemanticArgument>
<SemanticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="Y"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Patient"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="CONCRETE_ENTITY,LOCATION"/>
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</SemanticArgument>
</SemanticPredicate>
<Synset id="burn2:30:03::">
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="text" val="burn with heat, fire, or radiation:
&quot;The iron burnt a hole in my dress&quot;"/>
</SemanticDefinition>
</Synset>
<SynSemCorrespondence id="XY_XY">
<SynSemArgMap synFeature="synArgX" semFeature="X"/>
<SynSemArgMap synFeature="synArgY" semFeature="Y"/>
</SynSemCorrespondence>
</Lexicon>
<!-- end of Japanese Lexicon -->
<!-- beginning of English Lexicon -->
<Lexicon>
<feat att="language" val="eng"/>
<LexicalEntry>
<Lemma/>
<Sense id="fire_1" synset="E_N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry>
<Lemma/>
<Sense id="flame_1" synset="E_N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry>
<Lemma/>
<Sense id="flaming_1" synset="E_N_13480848"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<Synset id="E_N_13480848">
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="gloss"
val="combustion of inflammable materials producing
heat and light and (often) smoke"/>
</SemanticDefinition>
</Synset>
</Lexicon>
<!-- end of English Lexicon -->
<!-- beginning of Chinese lexicon -->
<Lexicon>
<feat att="language" val="chi"/>
<LexicalEntry id=",_huo3">
<Lemma/>
<Sense id="huo3_1" synset="C_Na_05231501"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<LexicalEntry id="- 2_neng2">
<Lemma/>
<Sense id="- 2_neng2_1" synset="C_Na_05001001"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<Synset id="C_Na_05231501">
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<feat att="PartOfSpeech" val="Na"/>
<SemanticDefinition>
<feat att="gloss" val="!.#/01'()*23"/>
<Statement>
<feat att="example"
val="456789:;<29=>?9:@A;3"/>
</Statement>
</SemanticDefinition>
<SynsetRelation targets="C_Na_05001001">
<feat att="type" val="has_hyperonym"/>
</SynsetRelation>
<MonolingualExternalRef>
<feat att="externalSystem" val="SUMO_ontology"/>
<feat att="externalReference" val="Combustion"/>
</MonolingualExternalRef>
</Synset>
<Synset id="C_Na_05001001"/>
</Lexicon>
<!-- end of Chinese Lexicon -->
<!-- beginning of the multilingual correspondence section -->
<!-- original IDs need to be prefixed in order to disambiguate
between possible identical numbers among different wordnets -->
<SenseAxis synsets="I_N_1251 C_Na_05231501 E_N_13480848">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
<!-- the following element can be used to encode a link to
a shared ontology, where available; for instance -->
<InterlingualExternalRef>
<feat att="ExternalSystem" val="SIMPLE_ontology"/>
<feat att="ExternalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</InterlingualExternalRef>
</SenseAxis>
<SenseAxis senses="USem62340bruciare burn1">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
<!-- the following element can be used to encode a link to
a shared ontology, where available; for instance -->
<InterlingualExternalRef>
<feat att="ExternalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="ExternalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</InterlingualExternalRef>
</SenseAxis>
<SenseAxis synsets="I_v_36100 burn2:30:03::">
<feat att="type" val="eq_syn"/>
<InterlingualExternalRef>
<feat att="ExternalSystem" val="SIMPLEOntology"/>
<feat att="ExternalReference" val="Phenomenon"/>
</InterlingualExternalRef>
</SenseAxis>
</LexicalResource>
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3.3 Ontology
3.3.1 Comparison of several ontologies
We compared several ontologies to get a basic word list. The basic word list needs to be included in the
core lexicon of Asian languages and support the query expansion system. It includes two parts, Basic
Noun List and Basic Verb List.
The Basic Noun List is selected from all the nouns in the Swadesh list.
The Basic Verb List is given in the form of two separate tables. The first table (VerbList) lists verbs
that have equivalentWordNet synsets. The second table (ConstructionList) contains constructional words
which form a verbal meaning in one or more of the languages (e.g., be happy, be far). These two parts
were collected based on the following methodology:
• Step 1
Use entries listed in the following ontologies to form two selected lists of words, BCS, SUMO,
MILO, (CWN&SL), as the primary basic word selection: EWN Basic Concept Set (BCS) - con-
tains 1,015 terms SUMO (SUMO) - contains 946 terms SUMO’s Mid Level Ontology (MILO) -
contains 1,260 terms Chinese WordNet (CWN).& Swadesh list (SL) - contains 424 terms
As Swadesh list and Chinese WordNet entries are considerably smaller than the other three, and
the Swadesh list contains no technology or culture dependent terms, the Swadesh list and Chinese
WordNet were combined to form a single database which is more comparable to the others.
• Step 2
The BCS, SUMO,MILO, (CWN& SL) were cross-compared to obtain words that were commonly
present in any two of the databases. The combinations compared were: (SL, CWN) & BCS;
(SL,CWN) & MILO; (SL, CWN) & SUMO; BCS & SUMO; BCS & MILO; SUMO & MILO.
Amongst these combinations examined, there were 57 words found appearinng at least two of the
databases.
• Step 3
The 57 words obtained were the result of little overlaps among these four databases that contained
basic words, and many basic words such as “hit, stand, sit,” were not found to be part of the the 57
words obtained. Therefore, the 57 obtained words were compared to the Swadesh list again and
additional words were selected from the Swadesh list to cover basic concepts which resulted in the
final 90 word list split into two parts ( VerbList and ConstructionList ).
3.3.2 Building ontologies of classifier
In this subsection, we will describe the attempt to build multilingual ontologies of classifiers. Many
Asian languages do not mark grammatical numbers (singular/plural) in noun form, but use numerative
classifiers together with numerals instead when describing the number of nouns. Numerative classifiers
(hereafter “classifiers”) are used with a limited group of nouns, in particular material nouns. In English,
for example: “three pieces of paper”. In Asian languages these classifiers are ubiquitous and used with
common nouns. Therefore the number of classifiers is much larger than in Western languages. An agree-
ment between nouns and classifiers is also necessary, i.e., a certain noun specifies possible classifiers.
The agreement is determined based on various aspects of a noun, such as its meaning, shape, pragmatic
aspect and so on.
Considering the above situation in Asian languages, we developed a method to automatically con-
struct a ontology of numerative classifiers for Asian languages. The ontology defines superordinate-
subordinate relations between classifiers. For instance, the Japanese classifier “頭 (toˆ)” is used for count-
ing big animals such as elephants and tigers, while “匹 (hiki)” is used for all animals. Since “匹” can
be considered more general than “頭”, “匹” is the superordinate classifier of “頭”, represented as “匹”
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& “頭” in this paper. The ontology represents such superordinate-subordinate relations between clas-
sifiers in the form of a tree structure. A ontology of classifiers would be fundamental knowledge for
natural language processing. In addition, it will be useful for language learners, because learning usage
of classifiers is rather difficult, especially for Western language speakers.
We evaluate the proposed method by using the data of three Asian languages: Chinese, Japanese and
Thai.
Noun-classifier agreement database
First, let us introduce usages of classifiers in Asian languages. In the following examples, “CL” stands
for classifier.
• Chinese: yi-ju
(CL)
dian-hua
(telephone)
· · · a telephone
• Japanese: inu
(dog)
2 hiki
(CL)
· · · 2 dogs
• Thai: nakrian
(student)
3 khon
(CL)
· · · 3 students
As mentioned earlier, the agreement between nouns and classifiers can be observed. For instance, the
Japanese classifier “hiki” in the above example agrees with only animals. This agreement is also found
in Chinese and Thai.
The proposed method to construct a classifier ontology is based on the agreement between nouns and
classifiers. First we prepare a collection of pairs (n, c) of a noun n and a classifier c which agrees with n
for a language. The statistics of our Chinese, Japanese, and Thai database are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Noun-classifier agreement database
Chinese Japanese Thai
No. of (n,c) pairs 28,202 9,582 9,618
No. of nouns (type) 10,250 4,624 8,224
No. of CLs (type) 205 331 608
The Japanese database was built by extracting noun-classifier pairs from a dictionary which enumer-
ates nouns and their corresponding classifiers. The Chinese database was derived from a dictionary. The
Thai database consists of a mixture of two kinds of noun-classifier pairs: 8,024 nouns and their corre-
sponding classifiers from a dictionary of a machine translation system and 200 from a corpus. The pairs
from the corpus were manually checked for their validity.
Proposed Method
We extracted superordinate-subordinate classifier pairs based on inclusive relations of sets of nouns
agreeing with those classifiers. Suppose that Nk is a set of nouns that agrees with a classifier ck. If
Ni subsumes Nj (Ni ⊃ Nj), we can estimate that ci subsumes cj (ci & cj). For instance, in our
Japanese database, the classifier “店 (ten)” agrees with shops such as “drug store”, “kiosk” and “restau-
rant”, and these nouns also agree with “軒 (ken)”, since “軒” is a classifier which agrees with any kind
of building. Thus, we can estimate the relation “軒” & “店”.
Given a certain classifier cj , ci satisfying the following two conditions (35) and (36), it is considered
as a superordinate classifier of cj .
|Ni| > |Nj | (35)
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NjNi
Figure 8: Relation of sets of nouns agreeing with classifiers
IR(ci, cj) ≥ Tir
where IR(ci, cj)
def=
|Ni ∩Nj |
|Nj |
(36)
Condition (35) requires that a superordinate classifier agrees with more nouns than a subordinate classi-
fier. IR(ci, cj) is an inclusion ratio representing to what extent nouns in Nj are also included in Ni (the
ratio of the light gray area to the area of the small circle in Figure 8).
Condition (36) means that if IR(ci, cj) is greater than a certain threshold Tir , we estimate a superordinate-
subordinate relation between ci and cj . The basic idea is that superordinate-subordinate relations are
extracted when Nj is a proper subset of Ni, i.e. IR(ci, cj) = 1, but this is too strict. In order to extract
more relations, we loosen this condition such that relations are extracted when IR(ci, cj) is large enough.
If we set Tir lower, more relations can be acquired, but they may be less reliable.
Table 6: Extraction of superordinate-subordinate relations
Chinese Japanese Thai
Tir 0.7 0.6 0.6
No. of extracted relations 251 322 239
No. of CLs not in 36 76 395
the extracted relations (18%) (23%) (61%)
Table 6 shows the results of our experiments to extract superordinate-subordinate relations of classi-
fiers. The threshold Tir was determined in an ad hocmanner for each language. The numbers of extracted
superordinate-subordinate relations are shown in the second row in the table. Manual inspection of the
sampled relations revealed that many reasonable relations were extracted. The objective evaluation of
these extracted relations will be discussed later.
The third row in Table 6 indicates the numbers of classifiers which were not included in the extracted
superordinate-subordinate relations with its ratio to the total number of classifiers in the database in
parentheses. We found that no relation is extracted for a large number of Thai classifiers.
The structure of an ontology is constructed based on a set of superordinate-subordinate relations
between classifiers. Currently we adopt a very naive approach to construct structures, i.e., starting from
the most superordinate classifiers as roots, we extend trees downward to less general classifiers by using
the extracted superordinate-subordinate relations. Note that since there is more than one classifier that
does not have any superordinate classifiers, we will have a set of trees rather than a single tree.
When constructing structures, redundant relations are ignored in order to make the structures as
concise as possible. A relation is considered redundant if the relation can be inferred by using other
relations and transitivity of the relations. The formal definition of redundant relations is given below:
ca & cb is redundant iff ∃cm : ca & cm, cm & cb
Statistics of constructed structures for each language are shown in Table 7. More than 50 isolated
structures (trees) were obtained for Chinese and Japanese, while more than 100 for Thai. We obtained
several large structures, the largest containing 45, 85 and 23 classifiers for Chinese, Japanese and Thai,
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respectively. As indicated in the fifth row in Table 7, however, many structures consisting of only 2
classifiers were also constructed.
Table 7: Construction of structures
Chinese Japanese Thai
No. of structures 52 54 102
No. of CLs in a structure
Average 4.9 6.3 3.3
Maximum 45 85 23
Max. depth of structures 4 3 3
No. of structures with 2 CLs 18 24 54
Evaluation
Here we will discuss the results of our experiments. First we discusses appropriateness of our method
for the three languages. Then we evaluate our method in more detail: both extracted superordinate-
subordinate relations and structures are evaluated.
According to the results of our experiments, the proposed method seems promising for Chinese and
Japanese, but not for Thai. From the Thai data, no relation was obtained for about 60% of classifiers
(Table 6), and many small fragmented structures were created (Table 7).
This is because of the characteristic that nouns and classifiers are strongly coupled in Thai, i.e., many
classifiers agree with only one noun. In our Thai database, 252 (41.5%) classifiers agree with only one
noun. This means that the overlap between two noun sets Ni and Nj can be quite small, making the
inclusion ratio IR(ci, cj) very small. Out basic idea is that we can extract superordinate-subordinate
relations between two classifiers when the overlap of their corresponding noun sets is large. However,
this assumption does not hold in Thai classifiers. The above facts suggest that there seems to be no
hierarchical ontology of classifiers in Thai.
As explained earlier, our method extracts a relation ci & cj even when Ni does not completely
subsume Nj . We analysed nouns in the relative complement of Ni in Nj (Nj \ Ni), i.e., the dark gray
area in Figure 8. The relation ci & cj implies that all nouns which are countable with a subordinate
classifier cj are also countable with its superordinate classifier ci, but there is no guarantee of this for
nouns in Nj \Ni, since we loosened the condition as in (36) by introducing a threshold.
To see to what extent nouns in Nj \Ni agree with ci as well, we manually verified the agreement of
nouns inNj\Ni and ci for all extracted relations ci & cj . The verification was done by native speakers of
each language. Results of the validation are summarized in Table 8. For Japanese and Chinese, multiple
judges verified the results. When judgments conflicted, we decided the final decision by a discussion of
two judges for Japanese, and by majority voting for Chinese. The 4th and 5th rows in Table 8 show the
agreement of judgments. The “Agreement ratio” is the ratio of cases that judgments agree. Since three
judges verified nouns for Chinese, we show the average of the agreement ratios for two judges out of the
three. The agreement ratio and Cohen’s κ is relatively high for Japanese, but not for Chinese. We found
many uncertain cases for Chinese nouns. For example, “位 (wei)” is a classifier used when counting
people with honorific perspective. However, judgement if “位” can modify nouns such as “political
prisoner” or “local villain” is rather uncertain.
Table 8 reveals that a considerable number of nouns in Nj \Ni are actually countable with ci, meaning
that our databases do not include noun-classifier agreement exhaustively.
Based on the above analysis, we evaluate extracted superordinate-subordinate relations. We define
the reliability R of the relation ci & cj as
R(ci & cj) = |Ni ∩Nj |+ |NCj,i||Nj | , (37)
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Table 8: Analysis of nouns in Nj \Ni
Chinese Japanese Thai
No. of nouns in Nj \Ni 1,650 579 43
No. of nouns countable 1,195 241 24
with ci as well 72% 42% 56%
No. of judges 3 2 1
Agreement ratio 0.677 0.936 –
Cohen’s κ 0.484 0.868 –
Chinese Japanese Thai
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Figure 9: Reliability of extracted superordinate-subordinate relations
where, NCj,i is a subset of Nj \Ni consisting of nouns which are manually judged to agree with ci. We
can consider that the more strictly this statement holds, the more reliable the extracted relations will be.
Figure 9 shows the relations between the threshold Tir and both the number of extracted relations and
their reliability. The horizontal axis indicates the threshold Tir in (36). The bar charts indicate the number
of extracted relations, while the line graphs indicate the averages of reliability of all extracted relations.
Of course, if we set Tir lower, we can extract more relations at the cost of their reliability. However, even
when Tir is set to the lowest value, the averages of reliability are relatively high, i.e. 0.98 (Chinese), 0.91
(Japanese) and 0.99 (Thai). Thus we can conclude that the extracted superordinate-subordinate relations
are reliable enough.
Next, we evaluated the structures of classifier ontologies. As in ordinary ontologies, we will as-
sume that properties of superordinate classifiers can be inherited to their subordinate classifiers. In other
words, a classifier ontology suggests transitivity of agreement with nouns over superordinate-subordinate
relations as
c1 & c2 ∧ c2 & c3 ⇒ c1 & c3.
In order to evaluate the structures of our ontology, we verify the validity of transitivity.
First, we extracted all pairs of classifiers having an ancestor-descendant relation from our classifier
ontology. Hereafter we denote ancestor-descendant pairs of classifiers as (ca, cd), where ca is an ancestor
and cd an descendant. The path from ca to cd on the ontology can be represented as
c0(= ca) & c1 & ... & cn(= cd). (38)
We denote a superordinate-subordinate relation derived by transitivity as
∗&, such as c0 ∗& cn. Among
all ancestor-descendant relations, we extracted ones with a path length of more than one, or n > 1 in
(38). Then we compare R(ca
∗& cd), the reliability of a relation derived by transitivity, with R(ci &
ci+1) (0 ≤ i < n), the reliability of direct relations in the path from ca to cd. If these are comparable,
we can conclude that transitivity in the ontology is valid.
Table 9 shows the results of the analysis of transitivity. As indicated in the column “all” in Table 9,
78 and 86 ancestor-descendant pairs (ca, cd) were extracted from the Chinese and Japanese classifier
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Table 9: Verification of transitivity
Chinese Japanese
all direct indirect all direct indirect
No. of (ca, cd) 78 58 20 86 55 31
Average of R(ca
∗&cd) 0.88 0.98 0.61 0.77 0.93 0.48
(A) mini > R(ca
∗&cd) 16 (21%) 4 (7%) 12 (60%) 24 (28%) 3 (5%) 21 (68%)
(B)mini ≤ R(ca ∗&cd) < maxi 39 (50%) 34 (59%) 5 (25%) 27 (31%) 24 (44%) 3 (9%)
(C)maxi ≤ R(ca ∗&cd) 23 (29%) 20 (34%) 3 (15%) 35 (41%) 28 (51%) 7 (23%)
ontology, respectively. In contrast, only 6 pairs were extracted from the Thai ontology, since each struc-
ture of the Thai ontology is rather small as we already discussed with Table 7. Thus we have omitted
further analysis of Thai. The extracted ancestor-descendant pairs of classifiers are then classified into
three cases, (A), (B) and (C). Their numbers are shown in the last three rows in Table 9, wheremini and
maxi denote the minimum and maximum of reliability among all direct relations R(ci & ci+1) in the
path from ca to cd.
In case (A), reliability of a relation derived by transitivity, R(ca
∗& cd), is less than that of any direct
relations, R(ci & ci+1). In case (B), reliability of a transitive relation is comparable with that of direct
relations, i.e. R(ca
∗& cd) is greater or equal to mini and less than maxi. In case (C), the transitive
relation is more reliable than direct relations.
The average of the reliability of ca
∗& cd is relatively high, 0.88 for Chinese and 0.77 for Japanese.
We also found that more than 70% of derived relations (case (B) and case (C)) are comparable to or
greater than direct relations. The above facts indicate transitivity on our structural ontology is valid to
some degree.
From a different point of view, we divided pairs of (ca, cd) into two other cases, “direct” and “in-
direct” as shown in the columns of Table 9. The “direct” case includes the relations which are also
extracted by our method. Note that such relations are discarded as redundant ones. On the other hand,
the “indirect” case includes the relations which can not be extracted from the database but only inferred
by using transitivity on the ontology. That is, they are truly new relations. In order to calculate reliability
of “indirect” cases, we performed additional manual validation of nouns in Nd\Na.
However, the average ofR(ca
∗& cd) in “indirect” cases is not so high for both Chinese and Japanese,
as a large amount of pairs are classified into case (A). Thus it is not effective to infer new superordinate-
subordinate relations by transitivity. Since we currently only adopted a very naive method to construct a
classifier ontology, more sophisticated methods should be explored in order to prevent inferring irrelevant
relations.
3.4 Evaluation platform
We evaluate our research results on a multilingual information retrieval system. The system has two sig-
nificant features: dimensionality reduction by using parallel corpora and linguistically motivated query
expansion. The following sections describe the details of the system.
3.4.1 Base system
Figure 10 shows the architecture of our system.
Whenever a user has an information need, he can consult our information retrieval system. For
example, if a user wants to know more about the event “Beijing Olympics” – we call this event a topic
– he can provide our system with some keywords such as “bird’s nest”, “the National Stadium” and
“Opening Ceremony”. He can also provide our system some websites or documents related to this topic.
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Figure 10: The system architecture
From these, our system can build a user interest model that in a way the computer can handle. Our system
then uses search engines and crawlers to search information from the web and stores this information in a
local database. Usually, there is substantial noise in the search results. To filter out this noise, we build a
query from the user interest model and then use this query to calculate the similarity of each document in
the local database; those documents having high similarity with the query are considered as more related
to the topic or user’s interest and will be returned to user. When a user gets these retrieval results, he can
make judgment on some documents and give feedback to our system. Our system will use this feedback
to refine the user interest model to get more precise retrieval results.
Since our system is based on VSM with complex features, in the case of building a user interest
model, building a query and calculating the similarity between this query and local database, we need
to calculate each term’s weight and create a term vector. The term vector is calculated use the formula
below:
T = Ts · Ta
Here the Ts(S[S1, S2, · · · , Sn]) is a statistical array calculated by lexicon information.
Si = log(1 + TF ) · log(1 + N
DF
)
The TF is the term frequency of this word and DF is the document frequency. The other part of the term
weight, Ta, is an attribute array (A[P1, P2, · · · , Pn]), where Pi is calculated by:
Pi =
∑
aj
The aj is an attribute applied to this term. We can encode the attributes in the ontology into aj . For
example, the attributes such as synset, sumoterm, sumochinterm in the Swadesh list can be combined
into our model.
Usually, it’s hard for a common user to describe his information need accurately. For example, if a
user wants to know how his luggage will be inspected at the airport. He may just use the query “luggage”
when consulting our system. In this case, there will be too many documents irrelevant to the inspection
of luggage. The user has to find the related documents from the retrieved results. It will be helpful if the
system can expand the user’s query into a set of related terms.
For the entry “luggage”, we have the following definition:
<!-- luggage -->
<LexicalEntry id="LE_luggage_N">
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<feat att="POS" val="noun"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenform" val="luggage"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="luggage1" synset="baggage%1:06:00::" >
<feat att="semanticType" val="ARTIFACT"/>
</Sense>
</LexicalEntry>
<!-- check -->
<LexicalEntry>
<feat att="partOfSpeech" val="verb"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenForm" val="check"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="check1" synset="check%2:31:00::">
<feat att="semanticType" val="Relational_Act"/>
<PredicativeRepresentation
predicate="SP+A:Human,INSTITUTION+P:CONCRETE_ENTITY"
correspondences="ISObivalent"/>
</Sense>
<SyntacticBehaviour subcategorizationFrames="t"/>
</LexicalEntry>
<!-- check -->
<SemanticPredicate id="SP+A:Human,INSTITUTION+P:CONCRETE_ENTITY">
<SemanticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="X"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Agent"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="Human,INSTITUTION"/>
</SemanticArgument>
<SemanticArgument>
<feat att="label" val="Y"/>
<feat att="semanticRole" val="Patient"/>
<feat att="restriction" val="ARTIFACT,FOOD,Drink"/>
</SemanticArgument>
</SemanticPredicate>
From the above entry of “luggage”, we know that “luggage” is of type “ARTIFACT”, so we can
see that the SemanticPredicate entry (id “SP+A:Human,INSTITUTION+P:CONCRETE_ENTITY”)
has a SemanticArgument which takes “ARTIFACT,FOOD,Drink” as a restriction. From the lexical
entry, we know the entry “check” takes “SP+A:Human,INSTITUTION+P:CONCRETE_ENTITY” as
a PredicativeRepresentation. Now, given the query “luggage”, the system can expand it to “check”, then
the user can select this and get more precise results. The system can give different expansions depending
on different lexical resources. In this sense, the system can be used to evaluate an ontology.
3.4.2 Query expansion (QE) with richer linguistic resources
We evaluated our research results on a multilingual information retrieval system which we developed.
The system has two significant features: dimensionality reduction by using parallel corpora, and linguis-
tically motivated query expansion.
The representation of queries and documents is a key problem for information retrieval. The vector
space model (VSM) has been widely used in this domain. The VSM suffers, however, from high di-
mensionality. Due to this high dimensionality, the vectors built from documents are complex and can
contain substantial noise. We proposed a novel method that reduces the dimensionality using parallel
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Figure 11: QE Process Flow
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corpora [18]. We introduced a new metric called frequency distance to measure the translation consis-
tency constraints. The frequency distance is used to reduce the number of index terms to be considered,
improving system performance.
The linguistically motivated query expansion system aims to refine a user’s query by exploiting the
richer information contained within a lexicon described using the adapted LMF framework. Our lexicons
are completely complaint with this international standard. For example, a user inputs a keyword “ticket”
as a query. Conventional query expansion techniques expand this keyword to a set of related words
by using thesauri or ontologies. Using the framework proposed by this project, expanding the user’s
query becomes a matter of following links within the lexicon, from the source lexical entry or entries
through predicate-argument structures to all relevant entries (Figure 11). We focus on expanding the user
inputted list of nouns to relevant verbs, but the reverse would also be possible using the same technique
and the same lexicon. This link between entries is established through the semantic type of a given sense
within a lexical entry. These semantic types are defined by higher-level ontologies, such as MILO (refer
to section 2.4) or SIMPLE [11] and are used in semantic predicates that take such semantic types as a
restriction argument. Since senses for verbs contain a link to a semantic predicate, using this semantic
type, the system can then find any/all entries within the lexicon that have this semantic type as the value
of the restriction feature of a semantic predicate for any of their senses. As a concrete example, let us
continue using the “ticket” scenario from above. The lexical entry for “ticket” might contain a semantic
type definition something like in Figure 12.
<LexicalEntry ...>
<feat att="POS" val="N"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenForm" val="ticket"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense ...>
<feat att="semanticType" val="ARTIFACT"/>
...
</Sense>
...
</LexicalEntry>
Figure 12: Lexical entry for “ticket”
By referring to the lexicon, we can then derive any actions and events that take the semantic type
“ARTIFACT” as an argument.
First all semantic predicates are searched for arguments that have an appropriate restriction, in this
case “ARTIFACT” as shown in Figure 13, and then any lexical entries that refer to these predicates are
returned. An equally similar definition would exist for “buy”, “find” and so on. Thus, by referring to
the predicate-argument structure of related verbs, we know that these verbs can take “ticket” in the role
of object. The system then returns all relevant entries, here “buy”, “sell” and “find”, in response to the
user’s query. Figure 11 schematically shows this flow.
3.4.3 QE prototype system in detail
Overview To test the efficacy of the lexical resources, we created a system implementing the query
expansion mechanism explained above. The system was developed in Java for its “compile once, run
anywhere” portability and its high-availability of reusable off-the-shelf components, for tasks such as
unicode support, file uploading, XML-validation and parsing, choice of web-servers, etc. On top of Java
5, the system was developed using JBoss Application Server 4.2.3, the latest standard, stable version
of the product at the time of development. The application was deployed to JBoss AS as an ear file, a
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<LexicalEntry ...>
<feat att="POS" val="V"/>
<Lemma>
<feat att="writtenForm" val="sell"/>
</Lemma>
<Sense id="sell-1" ...>
<feat att="semanticType"
val="Transaction"/>
<PredicativeRepresentation
predicate="pred-sell-1"
correspondences="map-sell1">
</Sense>
</LexicalEntry>
<SemanticPredicate id="pred-sell-1">
<SemanticArgument ...>
...
<feat att="restriction" val="ARTIFACT"/>
</SemanticArgument>
</SemanticPredicate>
Figure 13: Lexical entry for “sell” with its semantic predicate
standard format for J2EE web-applications. To provide fast access times, and easy traversal of relational
data, it was quickly agreed that a RDB must be used. The most popular free open-source database was
selected, MySQL, to store all lexicons imported into the system, and the system was accessed, as a
web-application, via any web browser.
Database The finalized database schema is shown in Figure 14. It describes the relationships between
entities, and more or less mirrors the classes found within the adapted LMF framework, with mostly only
minor exceptions where it was efficacious for querying the data. Due to space constraints, meta-data
fields, such as creation time-stamps have been left out of this diagram. Since the system also allows for
multiple lexicons to co-exist, a lexicon id resides in every table. This foreign key has been highlighted in
a different color, but not connected via arrows to make the diagram easier to read. In addition, though in
actuality this foreign key is not required for all tables, it has been inserted as a convenience for querying
data more efficiently, even within join tables (indicated in blue). Having multiple lexical resources co-
existing within the same database allows for several advantageous features, and will be described later on
in this section. Some tables also contain a text id, which stores the original id attribute for that element
found within the XML. This is not used in the system itself, and is stored only for reference.
System design As mentioned above, the application is deployed to JBoss AS as an ear-file. The
system itself is composed of java classes encapsulating the data contained within the database, a Pars-
ing/Importing class for handling the LMF XML files after they have been validated, and JSPs, which
contain HTML, for displaying the interface to the user. There are three main sections to the applica-
tion: Search, Browse, and Configure. Explaining last to first, the Configure section, shown in Figure 15,
allows users to create a new lexicon within the system or append to an existing lexicon by uploading
a LMF XML file from their web browser, or delete existing lexicons that are no longer needed/used.
After import, the data may be immediately queried upon with no other changes to system configuration,
from within both the Browse and Search sections. Regardless of language, the rich syntactic/semantic
information contained within the lexicon is sufficient for carrying out query expansion on its own.
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Figure 14: Database schema
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Figure 15: QE System - Configure
Figure 16: QE System - Browse
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The Browse section (Figure 16) allows the user to select any available lexicon to see the relationships
contained within it, which contains tabs for viewing all noun to verb connections, a list of nouns, a list
of verbs, and a list of semantic types. Each has appropriate links allowing the user to easily jump to a
different tab of the system. Clicking on a noun takes them to the Search section (Figure 17). In this
section, the user may select many lexicons to perform query extraction on, as is visible in Figure 17.
Figure 17: QE System - Search
Discussion This new type of query expansion requires rich lexical information. We augmented our data
using the SIMPLE ontology for semantic types, using the same data for different languages. This had
the added benefit of allowing cross-language expansion as a result. In steps two and three of Figure-11
when senses are retrieved that take specific semantic types as arguments, this process can be done across
all (or as many as are selected) lexicons in the database. Thus, results such as are shown in Figure-17 are
possible. In this figure the Japanese word for “nail” is entered, and results for both selected languages,
Japanese and Italian, are returned. This feature requires the unification of the semantic type ontology
strata, but shows potential.
Possible extension Next steps for the QE platform are to explore the use of other information already
defined within the adapted framework, specifically sense relations. Given to the small size of our sample
lexicon, data sparsity is naturally an issue, but hopefully by exploring and exploiting these sense relations
properly, the system may be able to further expand a user’s query to include a broader range of selections
using any additional semantic types belonging to these related senses. The framework also contains
information about the order in which syntactic arguments should be placed. This information should be
used to format the results from the user’s query appropriately.
3.4.4 Experimental results
Using the sample lexicon presented in 3.2.2 and the base system shown in 3.4.1, we can conduct some
experiments on query expansion. The corpus used in the query expansion experiments was acquired from
Chinese LDC (No. “2004-863-009”). This corpus is the initial achievement in building a multi-lingual
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parallel corpus to support the development of cross-lingual natural language processing applications for
the Beijing 2008 Olympics. The corpus contains parallel texts in Chinese, English and Japanese and
covers 5 domains that are closely related to the Olympics: traveling, dining, sports, traffic and business.
The corpus consists of example sentences, typical dialogues and articles from the Internet and language
teaching materials.
To deal with different languages, the system needed LMF compliant lexical resources presented in
3.2.2. The system can expand the query using these resources without any modification. We select
different samples for different languages.
For the English corpus, we selected the query “newspaper”. Suppose that Mr. X will visit Beijing
to see the Olympic games and wants to know how to buy a newspaper. First, Mr. X enters the query
“newspaper” to the IR system. The system retrieves 31 documents. The first 5 documents are shown
below:
1. I’ll bring an English newspaper immediately.
2. Would you please hand me the newspaper.
3. There’s no use to go over the newspaper ads.
4. Let’s consult the newspaper for such a film.
5. I have little confidence in what the newspapers say.
Unfortunately, in the first 5 documents, no document is related to how to buy a newspaper. Some relevant
documents may be included in the all 31 documents, but it is rather hard to find them. Then the system
with query expansion modules suggests the secondary query for the noun newspaper as follows:
Suggested terms: “buy”, “send”, “get”, “read”, “sell”
Mr. X selects “buy” as the expansion term. Then the system retrieves 11 documents. The first 5 docu-
ments are shown below:
1. I’d like some newspapers, please.
2. Oh, we have a barber shop, a laundry, a store, telegram services, a newspaper stand, table tennis,
video games and so on.
3. We can put an ad in the newspaper.
4. Have you read about the Olympic Games of Table Tennis in today’s newspaper, Miss?
5. newspaper says we must be cautious about tidal waves.
Now Mr. X can find documents about newspapers and shopping, but there is still no document directly
related to how to buy a newspaper.
When the sentence level index is used in the IR system, it retrieves 1 documents. This document
is relevant. This is because the system retrieves documents where the noun “newspaper” and the verb
“buy” co-occur in the same sentence.
1. You can make change at some stores, just buy a newspaper or something.
For the Chinese corpus, we selected the query “BCD (wine)”. Suppose that Mr. X will visit Beijing
to see the Olympic games and wants to know how to buy some wine. First, Mr. X enters the query “
BCD” (wine) to the IR system. The system retrieves 17 documents. The first 5 documents are shown
below:
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1. EFGHIJKBCD
2. LMNOPQRSTDUVBCDW ?
3. XYZ9[BCD9G\V]^_^
4. G`ab[?BCDcdefW
5. GghBCUVJKBCD*iR(jklmno
Unfortunately, in the first 5 documents, no document is related with how to buy wine. Some relevant
documents may be included in the all 17 documents, but it is rather hard to find them. Then the system
with query expansion modules suggests the secondary query for the noun “BCD” as follows:
Suggested terms: p (buy),q (get),rs (check),t (sell),u (drink)
Mr. X selects “p”(buy) as the expansion term. Then the system retrieves 11 documents. The first 5
documents are shown below:
1. Gg[l6ivw(xyz{|3i}~QBCD ?
2. VV(BCD( ?
3. '9hBCDXVBCD ?
4. PRBCD ?
5. GiuQRBCD
Now Mr. X can find the documents about wine and shopping, but there is still no document directly
related to how to buy wine. When the sentence level index is used in the IR system, it retrieves 1
documents. This document is relevant. This is because the system retrieves documents where the noun “
BCD” (wine) and the verb “p” (buy) occur in the same sentence.
1. w9f p9i¡¢f£¤¥BCDU¦§D¨Q©Kª
For the Japanese corpus, we selected the query “荷物 (luggage)”. Suppose that Mr. X will visit
Beijing to see the Olympic games and wants to know how his luggage will be inspected at the airport.
First, Mr. X enters the query “荷物” (luggage) to the IR system. The system retrieves 62 documents.
The first 5 documents are shown below:
1. . . .お客さんとの関係もなかなかいいです。お荷物をしっかり預けておいて、. . .
2. 席は空いていますか。はい、空いています。荷物を移しますから。ありがとうございます。
3. サラダでも持っていきませんか。荷物が多すぎるんです。どうすれば持っていける. . .
4. それから何になさいますか。お荷物でございますか。お急ぎですか。何か特別な. . .
5. タクシーはあいていますか。私のすべての荷物を入れるスペースがありますか。. . .
Unfortunately, in the first 5 documents, no document is related to an inspection of passengers’ lug-
gage. Some relevant documents may be included in the all 62 documents, but it is rather hard to find
them. Then the system with query expansion modules suggests the secondary query for the noun “荷物”
as follows:
Suggested terms: 買う (buy), 見る (watch), 送る (send), 取る (get), 検査 (check), 販売
(sell)
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Mr. X selects “検査”(check) as the expansion term. Then the system retrieves 14 documents. The first 5
documents are shown below:
1. . . .持たなければなりません。全部の荷物は税関で検査を受けなければなりませんから. . .
2. 酒や香水などです。これらは全部あなたのお荷物ですか。インボイスに書き込んでください。
3. 何時に搭乗手続きをしますか。私は一人で荷物を電車の中まで運ばなければなりません。
4. 安全検査も済みました。委託荷物がありますか。ありません。私はバッグしか. . .
5. 禁煙席ですか。禁煙席です。これは航空券と荷物預かり証と搭乗券です。どうもありがとう。
NowMr. X can find the documents about inspection of luggage at the airport much more easily, although
some retrieved documents (e.g. 3. and 5.) are irrelevant. When the sentence level index is used in the
IR system, it retrieves the following 4 documents. Note that all retrieved documents are relevant. This is
because the system retrieves documents where the noun “荷物” and the verb “検査” occur in the same
sentence.
1. . . .持たなければなりません。全部の荷物は税関で検査を受けなければなりませんから. . .
2. 少々お待ちください。今この表によって、お荷物を検査させてください。はい。
3. 少々お待ちください。申告表に従って、お荷物を検査するのに、ちょっと時間がかかります
4. 直接飛行機に乗り込むのですか。まだです。荷物検査と安全検査を受けなければなりません。
From the experimental results, we can see that the system can help a user getting more precise results by
query expansion using the lexical resources.
4 Discussion
LMF is, admittedly, a “high-level” specification, that is, an abstract model that needs to be further devel-
oped, adapted and specified by the lexicon encoder. LMF does not provide any off-the-shelf represen-
tation for a lexical resource; instead, it gives the basic structural components of a lexicon, leaving full
freedom for modeling the particular features of a lexical resource. One drawback is that LMF provides
only a specification manual with a few examples. Specifications are by no means instructions, exactly as
XML specifications are by no means instructions on how to represent a particular type of data.
Going from LMF specifications to a true instantiation of an LMF compliant lexicon is a long way,
and comprehensive, illustrative and detailed examples for doing this are needed. LMF is often taken as a
prescriptive description, and its examples taken as pre-defined normative examples to be used as coding
guidelines. Controlled and careful examples of conversion to LMF compliant formats are also needed to
avoid too subjective an interpretation of the standard.
We believe that LMF will be a major base for various SemanticWeb applications because it pro-
vides interoperability across languages and directly contributes to the applications themselves, such as
multilingual translation, machine aided translation and terminology access in different languages.
We further believe that the development of NEDO-LMF lexicons paves the way to a number of
expected results, both from the viewpoint of LMF and from the viewpoint of the lexicon community.
From the viewpoint of LMF, NEDO-LMF demonstrates the adaptability of LMF to a representation
of real-scale lexicons, thus promoting its adoption to a wider community. This project is one of the
first test-beds for LMF (as one of its drawbacks being that it has not been tested on a wide variety of
lexicons), particularly relevant since it is related to both Western and Asian language lexicons. This
project is a concrete attempt to specify an LMF-compliant XML format, tested for representative and
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parsing efficiency, and to provide guidelines for the implementation of an LMF compliant format, thus
contributing to the reduction of subjectivity in interpretation of standards.
From our viewpoint, LMF has provided a format for exchange of information across differently con-
ceived lexicons. Thus LMF provides a standardized format for relating them to other lexical models, in a
linguistically controlled way. This seems an important and promising achievement in order to move the
sector forward. The possibility to integrate in the NEDO lexicons WordNet-like information represents
a tremendous benefit for the NEDO lexicon, since WordNet is probably the most widespread model of
lexical knowledge representation, at least in the NLP community, but also outside it. Once tested at the
relatively local level of the NEDO lexical grid, it can be a candidate for integration in another wide lex-
ical grid: in the framework of the KYOTO project7, different European and Asian WordNets are being
interlinked through a format which is a dialect of LMF. The LMF format will serve as a representational
bridge between KYOTO-LMF and NEDO-LMF to evaluate the needs and problems posed by making
two lexical grids interoperable. Conformity to LMF paved the way for the NEDO lexicons to be accessed
by web services in the form of standard lexicon access functions being developed in the global language
infrastructure of the Language Grid project. These services, since grounded on LMF, can be seen as
atomic pieces able to be combined and integrated into the grid of composite lexicon services based on
the LMF metamodel.
5 Conclusion
This report described the results of the three-year project for creating an international standard for lan-
guage resources in cooperation with other initiatives.
Our main contribution can be summarised as follows.
• We have contributed to ISO TC37/SC4 activities, by testing and ensuring the portability and ap-
plicability of LMF to the development of a description framework for NLP lexicons for Asian
languages. Our contribution includes (1) a package for derivational morphology, (2) the syntax-
semantic interface with the problem of classifiers, and (3) representational issues with the richness
of writing systems in Asian languages. As of October 2008, LMF including our contributions has
been approved as the international standard ISO 26413.
• We discussed Data Categories necessary for Asian languages, and exemplified several Data Cat-
egories including reduplication, classifier, honorifics and orthography. We will continue to har-
monise our activity with that of ISO TC37/SC4 TDG2 with respect to Data Categories.
• We designed and implemented an evaluation platform of our descipriotn framework. We focused
on linguistically motivated query expansion module. The system works with lexicons complient
with LMF and ongologies. Its most significant feature is that the system can deal with any language
as far as the those lexicons are described according to LMF. To our knowledge, this is the first
working system adopting LMF.
In this project, we mainly worked on three Asian languages, Chinese, Japanese and Thai, on top of
the existing framework which was designed mainly for European languages. We are going to distribute
our results to HLT societies of other Asian languages, requesting for their feedback through various
networks, such as the Asian language resource committee network under Asian Federation of Natural
Language Processing (AFNLP)8, and the Asian Language Resource Network project9. We believe our
efforts contribute to international activities like ISO-TC37/SC410 [6].
7http://www.kyoto-project.eu/
8http://www.afnlp.org/
9http://www.language-resource.net/
10http://www.tc37sc4.org/
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 1
-6
1
) 
s
h
o
w
s
 t
h
e
 d
e
fi
n
it
io
n
 o
f 
a
 s
e
n
s
e
  
(g
iv
e
1
) 
in
 w
h
ic
h
 r
e
la
ti
o
n
s
 b
e
tw
e
e
n
 s
y
n
ta
c
ti
c
 a
n
d
 s
e
m
a
n
ti
c
 
a
rg
u
m
e
n
ts
 a
re
 d
e
s
c
ri
b
e
d
 b
y
 e
n
u
m
e
ra
ti
n
g
 t
h
e
 
c
o
m
b
in
a
ti
o
n
s
 o
f 
m
a
p
p
in
g
 p
a
tt
e
rn
s
 o
f 
th
e
m
 (
th
is
 e
x
a
m
p
le
 
fo
llo
w
s
 t
h
e
 m
a
te
ri
a
l 
o
f 
th
e
 L
M
F
 t
u
to
ri
a
l 
a
t 
L
R
E
C
 2
0
0
6
.)
. 
H
o
w
e
v
e
r,
 t
h
is
 a
p
p
ro
a
c
h
 m
a
k
e
s
 i
t 
d
if
fi
c
u
lt
 t
o
 s
e
e
 t
h
e
ir
 
re
la
ti
o
n
s
 a
n
d
 t
h
e
 s
p
e
c
if
ic
a
ti
o
n
 o
f 
s
e
m
a
n
ti
c
 p
re
d
ic
a
te
s
 
o
b
s
c
u
re
 (
D
o
 w
e
 h
a
v
e
 t
o
 d
e
fi
n
e
 o
th
e
r 
p
re
d
ic
a
te
 o
f 
“g
iv
e
” 
w
h
e
n
 i
t 
ta
k
e
s
 o
n
ly
 o
n
e
 o
b
je
c
t?
).
 
W
e
 p
ro
p
o
s
e
 t
o
 i
n
tr
o
d
u
c
e
 a
n
 e
x
p
lic
it
 o
b
je
c
t 
re
p
re
s
e
n
ti
n
g
 l
in
k
s
 b
e
tw
e
e
n
 s
y
n
ta
c
ti
c
 a
n
d
 s
e
m
a
n
ti
c
 
a
rg
u
m
e
n
ts
 l
ik
e
 t
h
e
 M
IL
E
 f
ra
m
e
w
o
rk
. 
T
h
e
 l
a
tt
e
r 
p
a
rt
 
o
f 
th
e
 e
x
a
m
p
le
 (
l.
 6
2
-9
5
) 
ill
u
s
tr
a
te
s
 t
h
is
 i
d
e
a
, 
w
h
ic
h
 
is
 a
 s
im
p
lif
ie
d
 v
e
rs
io
n
 o
f 
th
e
 M
IL
E
 f
ra
m
e
w
o
rk
. 
T
h
e
 
s
e
m
a
n
ti
c
 p
re
d
ic
a
te
 i
s
 d
e
fi
n
e
d
 i
n
 i
s
o
la
ti
o
n
, 
a
n
d
 t
h
e
 
re
la
ti
o
n
s
 b
e
tw
e
e
n
 s
y
n
ta
c
ti
c
 a
n
d
 s
e
m
a
n
ti
c
 
a
rg
u
m
e
n
ts
 a
re
 d
e
fi
n
e
d
 a
ls
o
 i
n
 i
s
o
la
ti
o
n
. 
T
h
is
 
m
a
k
e
s
 i
t 
e
a
s
ie
r 
to
 s
e
e
 t
h
e
ir
 r
e
la
ti
o
n
s
 e
v
e
n
 w
h
e
n
 
th
e
 n
u
m
b
e
r 
o
f 
c
o
m
b
in
a
ti
o
n
 p
a
tt
e
rn
s
 i
n
c
re
a
s
e
s
. 
T
o
 
re
a
lis
e
 t
h
is
, 
a
 c
la
s
s
 S
y
n
S
e
m
A
rg
M
a
p
 (
s
im
ila
r 
to
 
S
lo
tA
rg
C
o
rr
e
s
p
 i
n
 M
IL
E
) 
w
o
u
ld
 b
e
 i
n
tr
o
d
u
c
e
d
. 
A
 
c
la
s
s
 d
ia
g
ra
m
 i
n
c
lu
d
in
g
 t
h
is
 s
u
g
g
e
s
ti
o
n
 i
s
 
a
tt
a
c
h
e
d
. 
T
h
e
 c
h
a
n
g
e
s
 f
ro
m
 t
h
e
 o
ri
g
in
a
l 
a
re
: 
1
. 
A
d
d
 t
h
e
 S
y
n
S
e
m
A
rg
M
a
p
 c
la
s
s
 a
g
g
re
g
a
te
d
 t
o
 t
o
 
P
re
d
ic
a
te
iv
e
R
e
p
re
s
e
n
ta
ti
o
n
 a
n
d
 a
s
s
o
c
ia
te
d
 
w
it
h
 S
y
n
ta
c
ti
c
A
rg
u
m
e
n
t 
a
n
d
 
S
e
m
a
n
ti
c
A
rg
u
m
e
n
t.
 
2
. 
A
d
d
 a
n
 a
s
s
o
c
ia
ti
o
n
 r
e
la
ti
o
n
 b
e
tw
e
e
n
 
S
y
n
ta
c
ti
c
B
e
h
a
v
io
r 
a
n
d
 
P
re
d
ic
a
ti
v
e
R
e
p
re
s
e
n
ta
ti
o
n
. 
 
J
P
 
A
n
n
e
x
 F
 
F
ig
 F
-1
 
te
 
T
h
e
re
 i
s
 a
 n
e
e
d
 f
o
r 
d
is
ti
n
g
u
is
h
in
g
 b
e
tw
e
e
n
 i
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
a
n
d
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l 
m
o
rp
h
o
lo
g
y
. 
T
h
e
 j
u
s
ti
fi
c
a
ti
o
n
 f
o
r 
th
e
s
e
 
d
is
ti
n
c
ti
o
n
 i
s
 a
s
 f
o
llo
w
s
: 
(A
) 
T
h
e
o
re
ti
c
a
l:
 i
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
 a
n
d
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
 a
re
 u
s
u
a
lly
 
d
e
s
c
ri
b
e
d
 a
s
 t
w
o
 s
e
p
a
ra
te
 c
o
m
p
o
n
e
n
ts
 o
f 
a
 
m
o
rp
h
o
lo
g
ic
a
l 
th
e
o
ry
. 
A
lt
h
o
u
g
h
 i
t 
is
 n
o
t 
p
o
s
s
ib
le
 t
o
 
d
ra
w
 a
 s
h
a
rp
 l
in
e
 d
iv
id
in
g
 t
h
e
 t
w
o
 t
y
p
e
s
 o
f 
m
o
rp
h
o
lo
g
ic
a
l 
o
p
e
ra
ti
o
n
, 
th
e
re
 a
re
 a
t 
le
a
s
t 
tw
o
 
d
if
fe
re
n
c
e
s
: 
(i
) 
in
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
 d
o
e
s
 n
o
t 
c
h
a
n
g
e
 
g
ra
m
m
a
ti
c
a
l 
c
a
te
g
o
ry
, 
w
h
ile
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
 t
y
p
ic
a
lly
 
d
o
e
s
, 
a
n
d
 (
ii)
 i
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
 i
s
 u
s
u
a
lly
 p
e
ri
p
h
e
ra
l 
to
 
d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
. 
 
(B
) 
P
ra
c
ti
c
a
l:
 I
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
a
ff
ix
e
s
 a
re
 n
o
t 
le
x
ic
a
l 
e
n
tr
ie
s
 
T
h
e
 s
u
g
g
e
s
te
d
 m
o
d
if
ic
a
ti
o
n
 i
s
 a
d
d
in
g
 a
 
d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l 
p
a
ra
d
ig
m
 i
n
 a
 p
a
ra
lle
l 
w
a
y
 t
o
 t
h
e
 
c
u
rr
e
n
t 
in
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
p
a
ra
d
ig
m
 (
s
e
e
 t
h
e
 a
tt
a
c
h
e
d
 
c
la
s
s
 d
ia
g
ra
m
).
 T
o
 b
e
 m
o
re
 c
o
n
c
re
te
: 
1
. 
A
d
d
 t
h
e
 D
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
P
a
ra
d
ig
m
 c
la
s
s
 a
s
s
o
c
ia
te
d
 
w
it
h
 S
te
m
. 
2
. 
A
d
d
 t
h
e
 D
e
ri
v
e
d
F
o
rm
 c
la
s
s
 a
g
g
re
g
a
te
d
 t
o
 S
te
m
 
s
o
 t
h
a
t 
le
x
ic
o
g
ra
p
h
e
rs
 c
a
n
 s
im
p
ly
 e
n
u
m
e
ra
te
 a
ll 
th
e
 p
o
s
s
ib
le
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
s
 o
f 
a
 r
o
o
t.
 
3
. 
R
e
n
a
m
e
 I
n
fl
e
c
te
d
F
o
rm
C
a
lc
u
la
to
r 
to
 
F
o
rm
C
a
lc
u
la
to
r,
 s
in
c
e
 t
h
is
 c
la
s
s
 c
a
n
 b
e
 u
s
e
d
 f
o
r 
d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l 
m
o
rp
h
o
lo
g
y
 a
s
 w
e
ll.
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T
e
m
p
la
te
 f
o
r 
c
o
m
m
e
n
ts
 a
n
d
 s
e
c
re
ta
ri
a
t 
o
b
s
e
rv
a
ti
o
n
s
 
D
a
te
: 
2
0
0
6
-0
3
-2
9
 
D
o
c
u
m
e
n
t:
 I
S
O
/C
D
 2
4
6
1
3
 
 1
 
2
 
(3
) 
4
 
5
 
(6
) 
(7
) 
M
B
1
 
 
C
la
u
s
e
 N
o
./
 
S
u
b
c
la
u
s
e
 N
o
./
 
A
n
n
e
x
 
(e
.g
. 
3
.1
) 
P
a
ra
g
ra
p
h
/ 
F
ig
u
re
/T
a
b
le
/
N
o
te
 
(e
.g
. 
T
a
b
le
 1
) 
T
y
p
e
 
o
f 
c
o
m
-
m
e
n
t2
 
C
o
m
m
e
n
t 
(j
u
s
ti
fi
c
a
ti
o
n
 f
o
r 
c
h
a
n
g
e
) 
b
y
 t
h
e
 M
B
 
P
ro
p
o
s
e
d
 c
h
a
n
g
e
 b
y
 t
h
e
 M
B
 
S
e
c
re
ta
ri
a
t 
o
b
s
e
rv
a
ti
o
n
s
 
o
n
 e
a
c
h
 c
o
m
m
e
n
t 
s
u
b
m
it
te
d
 
  1
 
M
B
 =
 M
e
m
b
e
r 
b
o
d
y
 (
e
n
te
r 
th
e
 I
S
O
 3
1
6
6
 t
w
o
-l
e
tt
e
r 
c
o
u
n
tr
y
 c
o
d
e
, 
e
.g
. 
C
N
 f
o
r 
C
h
in
a
; 
c
o
m
m
e
n
ts
 f
ro
m
 t
h
e
 I
S
O
/C
S
 e
d
it
in
g
 u
n
it
 a
re
 i
d
e
n
ti
fi
e
d
 b
y
 *
*)
 
2
 
T
y
p
e
 o
f 
c
o
m
m
e
n
t:
 
g
e
 =
 g
e
n
e
ra
l 
te
 =
 t
e
c
h
n
ic
a
l 
 
e
d
 =
 e
d
it
o
ri
a
l 
 
N
O
T
E
 
C
o
lu
m
n
s
 1
, 
2
, 
4
, 
5
 a
re
 c
o
m
p
u
ls
o
ry
. 
p
a
g
e
 2
 o
f 
2
 
IS
O
 e
le
c
tr
o
n
ic
 b
a
llo
ti
n
g
 c
o
m
m
e
n
ti
n
g
 t
e
m
p
la
te
/v
e
rs
io
n
 2
0
0
1
-1
0
 
w
h
ile
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l 
a
ff
ix
e
s
 c
a
n
 b
e
. 
 
(C
) 
P
ra
c
ti
c
a
l:
 A
s
ia
n
 l
in
g
u
is
ts
 d
o
 n
o
t 
c
o
n
s
id
e
r 
m
a
n
y
 o
f 
th
e
ir
 m
o
rp
h
o
lo
g
ic
a
l 
p
h
e
n
o
m
e
n
a
 a
s
 i
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
b
u
t 
a
s
 
c
le
a
rl
y
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l.
  
(D
) 
E
m
p
ir
ic
a
l:
 A
 s
in
g
le
 m
o
rp
h
o
lo
g
ic
a
l 
o
p
e
ra
ti
o
n
, 
lik
e
 
re
d
u
p
lic
a
ti
o
n
 m
a
y
 s
ig
n
a
l 
ty
p
ic
a
l 
in
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
in
fo
rm
a
ti
o
n
 s
u
c
h
 a
s
 p
lu
ra
lit
y
 (
in
 T
h
a
i,
 M
a
la
y
 o
r 
In
d
o
n
e
s
ia
n
) 
b
u
t 
a
ls
o
 m
o
re
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l 
p
h
e
n
o
m
e
n
a
 
s
u
c
h
 a
s
 “
g
e
n
e
ra
lis
a
ti
o
n
” 
(e
.g
 i
n
 T
h
a
i:
 d
a
m
 “
b
la
c
k
” 
o
n
c
e
 r
e
d
u
p
lic
a
te
d
 m
e
a
n
s
 “
b
la
c
k
is
h
”)
 o
r 
P
O
S
 
c
h
a
n
g
e
: 
(e
.g
. 
in
 C
h
in
e
s
e
: 
!
 (
m
a
n
4
) 
“s
lo
w
” 
 b
e
c
o
m
e
s
 
“s
lo
w
ly
” 
th
ro
u
g
h
 r
e
d
u
p
lic
a
ti
o
n
).
 C
u
rr
e
n
tl
y
 i
t 
is
 
p
o
s
s
ib
le
 t
o
 r
e
p
re
s
e
n
t 
a
ll 
th
e
s
e
 p
h
e
n
o
m
e
n
a
 i
n
 a
n
 
u
n
d
if
fe
re
n
ti
a
te
d
 w
a
y
 u
n
d
e
r 
th
e
 i
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
p
a
ra
d
ig
m
 
b
u
t 
th
e
 d
is
ti
n
c
ti
o
n
 i
s
 i
m
p
o
rt
a
n
t 
fo
r 
m
a
n
y
 A
s
ia
n
 
la
n
g
u
a
g
e
s
. 
A
ls
o
 i
n
 E
u
ro
p
e
a
n
 l
a
n
g
u
a
g
e
s
 i
t 
s
e
e
m
s
 
ju
s
ti
fi
e
d
 t
o
 k
e
e
p
 s
e
p
a
ra
te
 t
h
e
 w
a
y
 s
te
m
s
 a
re
 c
re
a
te
d
 
fr
o
m
 t
h
e
 w
a
y
 i
n
fl
e
c
te
d
 f
o
rm
s
 a
re
. 
(E
) 
In
 s
o
m
e
 l
a
n
g
u
a
g
e
, 
it
 i
s
 n
o
t 
to
 b
e
 f
e
a
s
ib
le
 t
o
 l
is
t 
a
ll 
p
o
s
s
ib
le
 d
e
ri
v
e
d
 f
o
rm
s
 (
e
.g
 a
ll 
re
d
u
p
lic
a
ti
o
n
 i
n
 T
h
a
i,
 
M
a
la
y
 o
r 
B
a
n
g
la
).
 I
n
s
te
a
d
 d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
 p
a
ra
d
ig
m
s
 
u
s
in
g
 a
ff
ix
 a
n
d
 r
o
o
t 
m
o
rp
h
e
m
e
s
 f
o
r 
d
e
ri
v
in
g
 a
ll 
th
e
 
p
o
s
s
ib
le
 f
o
rm
s
 m
a
y
 b
e
 u
s
e
d
. 
 
 
4
. 
A
d
d
 a
n
 a
s
s
o
c
ia
ti
o
n
 r
e
la
ti
o
n
 b
e
tw
e
e
n
 
O
p
e
ra
ti
o
n
A
rg
u
m
e
n
t 
a
n
d
 L
e
x
ic
a
lE
n
tr
y
 s
o
 t
h
a
t 
a
ff
ix
e
s
 c
a
n
 b
e
 u
s
e
d
 a
s
 t
h
e
 a
rg
u
m
e
n
t 
o
f 
O
p
e
ra
ti
o
n
. 
N
o
te
 t
h
a
t 
u
n
lik
e
 i
n
fl
e
c
ti
o
n
a
l 
a
ff
ix
e
s
, 
w
e
 a
s
s
u
m
e
 t
h
a
t 
d
e
ri
v
a
ti
o
n
a
l 
a
ff
ix
e
s
 a
re
 
d
e
s
c
ri
b
e
d
 a
s
 l
e
x
ic
a
l 
e
n
tr
ie
s
. 
"
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     1 <!-- Definition of the syntactic constructions -->
     2 <!-- e.g. I give him a book. -->
     3 <Construction id="ditransSVOO">
     4   <SyntacticArgument id="arg0">
     5     <DC att="function" val="subject"/>
     6   </SyntacticArgument>
     7   <SyntacticArgument id="arg1">
     8     <DC att="function" val="indirectObject"/>
     9   </SyntacticArgument>
    10   <SyntacticArgument id="arg2">
    11     <DC att="function" val="directObject"/>
    12   </SyntacticArgument>
    13 </Construction>
    14 <!-- e.g. I give a book to him. -->
    15 <Construction id="ditransSVOC">
    16   <SyntacticArgument id="arg0">
    17     <DC att="function" val="subject"/>
    18   </SyntacticArgument>
    19   <SyntacticArgument id="arg1">
    20     <DC att="function" val="directObject"/>
    21   </SyntacticArgument>
    22   <SyntacticArgument id="arg2">
    23     <DC att="function" val="indirectObject"/>
    24     <DC att="introducer" val="to"/>
    25   </SyntacticArgument>
    26 </Construction>
    27 <!-- Definition of lexical entry "give1" with the current LMF --> 
    28 <LexicalEntry>
    29 <Sense id="give1">
    30   <PredicativeRepresentation>
    31     <SyntacticBehavior construction="ditransSVOO"/>
    32     <SemanticPredicate id="giveXYZ">
    33       <SemanticArgument id="arg0">
    34 <DC att="role" val="Agent"/>
    35 <DC att="restriction" val="Human"/>
    36       <SemanticArgument id="arg2">
    37 <DC att="role" val="Object"/>
    38 <DC att="restriction" val="PhysObj"/>
    39       <SemanticArgument id="arg1">
    40 <DC att="role" val="Patient"/>
    41 <DC att="restriction" val="Human"/>
    42       </SemanticArgument>
    43     </SemanticPredicate>
    44   </PredicativeRepresentation>
    45   <PredicativeRepresentation>
    46     <SyntacticBehavior construction="ditransSVOC"/>
    47     <SemanticPredicate id="giveXYZ">
    48       <SemanticArgument id="arg0">
    49 <DC att="role" val="Agent"/>
    50 <DC att="restriction" val="Human"/>
    51       <SemanticArgument id="arg1">
    52 <DC att="role" val="Object"/>
    53 <DC att="restriction" val="PhysObj"/>
    54       <SemanticArgument id="arg2">
    55 <DC att="role" val="Patient"/>
    56 <DC att="restriction" val="Human"/>
    57       </SemanticArgument>
    58     </SemanticPredicate>
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    59   </PredicativeRepresentation>
    60 </Sense>
    61 </LexicalEntry>
    62 <!-- Altenative difinition of "give1" -->
    63 <!-- Definition of the semantic predicate "giveXYZ" in its own -->
    64 <SemanticPredicate id="giveXYZ">
    65   <SemanticArgument id="argX">
    66     <DC att="role" val="Agent"/>
    67     <DC att="restriction" val="Human"/>
    68   <SemanticArgument id="argY">
    69     <DC att="role" val="Object"/>
    70     <DC att="restriction" val="PhysObj"/>
    71   <SemanticArgument id="argZ">
    72     <DC att="role" val="Patient"/>
    73     <DC att="restriction" val="Human"/>
    74   </SemanticArgument>
    75 </SemanticPredicate>
    76 <!-- Definition of lexical entry "give1" by specifying relations
    77       between semantic and syntactic arguments -->
    78 <LexicalEntry>
    79 <Sense id="give1">
    80   <PredicativeRepresentation>
    81     <SyntacticBehavior construction="ditransSVOO"/>
    82     <SemanticPredicate predicate="giveXYZ"/>
    83     <SynSemArgMap synarg="arg0" semarg="argX"/>
    84     <SynSemArgMap synarg="arg1" semarg="argZ"/>
    85     <SynSemArgMap synarg="arg2" semarg="argY"/>
    86   </PredicativeRepresentation>
    87   <PredicativeRepresentation>
    88     <SyntacticBehavior construction="ditransSVOC"/>
    89     <SemanticPredicate predicate="giveXYZ"/>
    90     <SynSemArgMap synarg="arg0" semarg="argX"/>
    91     <SynSemArgMap synarg="arg1" semarg="argY"/>
    92     <SynSemArgMap synarg="arg2" semarg="argZ"/>
    93   </PredicativeRepresentation>
    94 </Sense>
    95 </LexicalEntry>
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 L
ex
ic
al
E
n
tr
y
 L
is
tO
fC
o
m
p
o
n
en
ts
 L
em
m
at
is
ed
Fo
rm
 S
te
m
 In
fl
ec
ti
o
n
al
P
ar
ad
ig
m
 I
n
fl
ec
te
d
Fo
rm
 D
at
ab
as
e
 L
ex
ic
o
n
In
fo
rm
at
io
n
 L
ex
ic
o
n
 E
n
tr
yR
el
at
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Comments on ISO 24613 LMF (Rev. 13) (Japanese delegate)
Supplementary section
Examples for Annex B.3
- Japanese example
Japanese has four kinds of writing systems, Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji and their 
romanisation. This variety can be represented by the combination of two attributes: script 
and orthography. The correspondence between the writing systems and the combinations 
of the attributes is summarized as follows.
Writing system script orthography
Hiragana hiragana -
Katakana katakana -
Kanji kanji -
Romanisation latin Japanese style
kunrei style
Hepburn style
The complication here is that some words can be represented by a mixture of kanji and 
hiragana scripts. Therefore, attribute value kanji allows using hiragana together with the 
kanji script. In addition, there can be variations in Kanji writing system. Thus multiple Form 
Representation instances should be allowed with the same script and orthography values 
but different writtenForm values. Figure B.J shows an example of entry "tizirege" (curly 
hair).
- Chinese example
Figure B.C shows an example of entry "nuo4".
Examples for Annex H 1.2
Figure H.J shows a bit complicated Japanese example using SynSemArgMap. Verb 
"mitasu" has (at least) two subcategorization frames and each of them fills different 
semantic arguments.
Examples for Annex L
- reduplication example
We suggest to handle reduplication by two kinds of data categories: reduplication type 
and reduplication function. Reduplication type defines how to manipulate strings, e.g. 
A!AA', AB!AABB, and so on. This could be implemented as language dependent 
realization rules. On the other hand, reduplication function specifies functions as a 
result of applying reduplication operations, e.g. pluralisation, generalisation, and so 
on. 
Analysing several Asian languages, we suggest a tentative set of reduplication types 
and reduplication functions as follows.
Reduplication Type Pattern
Complete AB!ABAB (Full form reduplicated)
Partial AB!AAB (Only one syllable)
Syllabic AB!AABB
Triple A!AAA 
* There are variations in which reduplicated parts are modified in terms of their form 
and tone.
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Reduplication Function Applicable POS
Plural Noun
Adj-Adverbialisation Adj.!Adv.
Tentative Verb
Quantifisation Cls., MW.! Adv.
-- Universal
-- One-by-one
Augmentative-Degree Adj., Adv.
Attenuative-Degree Verb
Vagueness Adj., Verb, Prep.
Onomatopeia -
V-Adverbialisation Verb!Adv
If we assume every reduplication form is described in a lexicon, the reduplication 
forms and their base forms can be linked by putting reduplication type attributes in 
both Paradigm Class instance and Related Form instance, and reduplication function 
attributes in Morphological Features instance under Paradigm Class instance. A Thai 
example and a Chinese example are shown below.
-- Thai example (This is  revised version of L.1.3.9 in Rev. 13)
In Thai, reduplication is used to modify the sense of a word by some operation to repeat 
the sound of the word. Fundamentally, the form of reduplication is generated by attaching 
a character symbol !Mai Yamok" (") to produce a reduplicated sound of the word. As a 
result, the sense can be modified in terms of generalization, for instance, “#$"” /dam-dam/ 
(blackish) is the reduplicated form of “#$” /dam/ (black), or individualization, for instance, 
“%&"” /khon-khon/ (one person by one person) is the reduplicated form of “%&” /khon/ 
(person classifier). Reduplication in Thai is considered as a derivative in a broader sense, 
in changing the degree (aspect) of the sense.
Followings are the suggested reduplication type for Thai,
• AA type, for instance, “#$"” /dam-dam/ (blackish) [generalization]
• A"A type (tone change in the first syllable), for instance, “#'$#$” /da:m3-dam0/ 
(extremely black) [intensification]
• AA"A type (triplication), for instance, “()&()'&()&” /kin-kin4-kin/ (eat like a horse) 
[intensification]
• AABB type, for instance, “*+," #$"” /khaw-khaw-dam-dam/ (whitish-blackish) 
[variation]
• AB"AB type, for instance, “-./$0-.1” /sa-mam1-sa-mer4/ (regularly), “23(,4/23(,5&” /thuk-
wi:-thuk-wan/ (daily) [intensification]
See Figure L.T for an example of "dam".
-- Chinese example
As similar to Thai example, Figure L.C shows an Chinese example of reduplication
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